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ABSTRACT 

Pacific Northwest laboratory (PNL) provided technical assistance to the 
Office of Operational Safety {DOS) in developing their Assurance Program for 
Remedial Action (APRA). The APRA Bibliography Management System (BMS), a 

microcomputer-operated system designed to file, locate and retrieve project
specific bibliographic data, was developed to manage the documentation associ
ated with APRA. The BMS uses APRABASE, a PNL-developed computer program 
written in dBASE II(a) language, which is designed to operate using the 
commercially available dBASE II database software. This document describes 
the APRABASE computer program, its associated subprograms, and the dBASE II 
APRA file. A User 1 s Manual is also provided in the document. Although the 

BMS was designed to manage APRA-associated documents, it could be easily 
adapted for use in handling bibliographic data associated with any project. 

(a) dBASE II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate, Culver City, California. 
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SUMMARY 

The Assurance Program for Remedial Action (APRA) Bibliography ~~anagement 

System (BMS) was developed by Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) and is a 

microcomputer-operated system that was designed for the purpose of filing, 
locating and retrieving bibliographic data associated with the Department of 
Energy's Office of Operational Safety-sponsored APRA project. 

The BMS uses the commercially available dBASE !!(a) database software to 

create and maintain bibliographic data files. The dBASE II system is versatile 
in its ability to manipulate and file data. The BMS uses the PNL-developed 
APRABASE computer program to organize information, search for specific biblio

graphic data or keywords associated with a document set, and prepare user
tailored bibliographic reports. The APRABASE program is written in the dBASE 
II programming language and operates within the main dBASE II program. 
APRABASE is made up of the main APRABASE program and several smaller subpro

grams, i.e., MIREPT3, MKREPT3A, MKREPT3B, .~KREPT3C, MSREPT3, MSFORM3 and 
MTITLE. 

Although the BMS system was designed to manage APRA-associated documents, 
it could be easily adapted for use in handling bibliographic data associated 
with almost any project. The overall premise in establishing the system was 
to keep the system simple to use and as straight forward as possible. It 
should be kept in mind that the BMS is a microcomputer-operated interactive 

system designed to assist in tracking documents associated with a specific 
project. It is not intended to replace any of the larger, main-frame, 
computer-operated general bibliographic systems. It should be used in 
conjunction with the larger systems and, in fact, we have found that the B~1S 

is a good tool for organizing and retrieving blocks of data obtained from the 
general bibliographic systems. 

The document describes the APRA Database file and APRABASE computer 
program that are the two main components of the BMS. A user's manual and a 
complete listing of the APRABASE computer program and associated subprograms 
are provided in the appendices. 

(a) dBASE II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate, Culver City, California. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) provided technical assistance to the 

:Jepartment of Energy's Office of Operational Safety in developing their 

Assurance Program for Remedial Action (APRA). One of PNLs tasks in the APRA 
project was to define and locate various published documents that were associ
ated with the DOE remedial action programs. As remedial action documents were 
discovered and located, it became apparent that some form of tracking system 
was needed to organize and manage all the bibliographic information associated 

with the documents. It was felt that such a system should be computerized, 

preferably on a microcomputer for flexibility and ease of access, to allow for 
rapid tracking and retrieval of the information. It was also thought desirable 

to use commercially available database software, because this would greatly 
reduce the cost of developing the system. 

The APRA Bibliography Management System was established using the dBASE 
II(a) database software. The system's bibliography data are entered and 

edited using standard dBASE II procedures. Data organization, searches, and 
report writing are accomplished using the APRABASE computer program, which was 
written by PNL in the dBASE II programming language. The PNL APRA Bibliography 
Management System was developed to operate on an IBM(b) personal computer that 
was connected to a 20-megabyte Tallgrass Technologies Corporation hard disk. 

The system can be run using only the IBM-system floppy disks for storage; 
however, this greatly limits the size of the bibliography file. The size of 
the present APRA file requires use of the hard disk. 

As with most data management systems, consistency of format of the data 
entered into the database file (APRA file) is critical. Data must be entered 
in the same format each time or it will be difficult to conduct a search of 
the data. The system is also sensitive to spacing between words and 
characters in the data entries. For example, if a blank space is left after 

(a) dBASE II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate, Culver City, California. 
(b) IBM is a trademark of the International Business Machines Corporation. 
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a word or character in the data set, it will also have to be entered as such 
in the search query or the system will not find it during a search of the data 

set. The dBASE II system is also sensitive to upper- and lower-case letters. 
Thus, during search routines, it is necessary to query using the same upper
and lower-case letters as those used during data entry into the APRA file. 

This document discusses in detail the bibliography data base file (APRA) 
and the search and report writing program APRABASE. The appendices include a 
user's manual for the BMS (Appendix A), a list of the programs, subprograms, 
and files necessary for operation (Appendix 8), and program listings of 

APRABASE and subprograms (Appendix C). 
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2.0 APRA DATABASE FILE 

The APRA Bibliography Management System uses standard dBASE II procedures 
to set up and maintain the APRA bibliography file. The dBASE II operational 
procedures will not be discussed in this document, because they are readily 

available in the dBASE II User's Manual that is supplied with the dBASE II 

software. 

The dBASE II system requires that database files be set up using user
specified fields to identify the parameters being used for search purposes. 
The fields established for the APRA file are as follows: LEADAUTHOR, AUTHORS, 
DAY, MONTH, YEAR, INJTJTLE, TITLE, VOLUME, DOCNUMI, DOCNUM2, PAGES, 

ORIGINATOR, PUBLISHER, CITY, STATE, COUNTRY, APRAPROG, DOCTYPE, LOCATION, 
KEYWORD! through KEYWORDIO AND DUP. The APRA file structure is shown in 

Table I. 

To help perform a search on the main author of a document, the author 
parameter is broken down into two fields: LEADAUTHOR and AUTHORS. The 
~EADAUTHOR field accepts up to 25 characters. If a name longer than 25 
:haracters is encountered, the program will truncate the remaining characters; 
however, this is not expected to be a problem since the first 25 characters 
should bE~ sufficient to specifically identify the particular author. All 

author names should be entered as 11 Last name," "First initial.," and "Middle 

initial." 

The DAY, MONTH, and YEAR fields are used to enter the date of the 
publication. They are entered as separate fields, so the system can easily 
search for documents published during a particular year, a particular time 
frame during a year, a several-year period, or on a particular date. The DAY 
is recorded as the numerical calendar date for the particular day. For 
consistency and ease of reporting, the system is designed to store these 
numbers as if they were characters. Storing them as characters allows the 
entry of a range of days (e.g., 12-15). The convention used for entering the 
~ONTH is to spell out the entire name of the month. The YEAR field provides 

for up to 9 characters, which also allows for entering a date range (e.g., 
1981-1985). 
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TABLE 1. APRA Structure 

Type Width 
Field (Character (Number of 
Number Field Name or Numeric) Characters) 

001 LEADAUTHOR c 25 
002 AUTHORS c 75 
003 DAY c 05 
004 MONTH c 09 
005 YEAR c 09 
006 INITITLE c 10 
007 TITLE c 200 
008 VOLUME c 10 
009 DOCNUMl c 20 
010 DOCNUM2 c 20 
011 PAGES c 08 
012 ORIGINATOR c 80 
013 PUBLISHER c 80 
014 CITY c 20 
015 STATE c 15 
016 COUNTRY c 25 
017 APRAPROG c 07 
018 DOCTYPE c 05 
019 LOCATION c 05 
020 KEYWORD! c 30 
021 KEYWOR02 c 30 
022 KEYWORD3 c 30 
023 KEYWORD4 c 30 
024 KEYWORDS c 30 
025 KEYWORD6 c 30 
026 KEYWORD? c 30 
027 KEYWORDS c 30 
028 KEYWORD9 c 30 
029 KEYWORD10 c 30 
030 DUP c 01 

The document title is entered using the fields INITITLE and TITLE. 
Because most document titles are too long to search efficiently, the INITITLE 
field was set up to allow for a rapid title search. The first 10 characters 

of a document's title should be entered in the INITITLE field. The TITLE 
field allows up to 200 characters. 

The VOLUME field is provided for recording the volume number of a 
several-volume set of documents. In many cases this may be the only field 
that distinguishes between the different documents of a several-volume set 
because their document numbers, titles, authors, etc. may be the same. This 
field may be left blank if the document being recorded is a single volume. 
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The document numbers are entered using the fields DOCNUMl and DOCNUM2. 
Two fields are provided since some documents have two different numbers 
assigned to them. For example, some NUREG documents are assigned both a 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission number and a generating-laboratory number. Both 
document number fields allow up to 20 characters or numbers. 

The PAGES field is provided for recording the total number of pages 
in a document. This information will tell you whether you are looking for a 
large or small document when physically looking for the document on a shelf. 
It also indicates the depth to which a subject is covered in the document. 

The name of the organization(s) producing the document is covered in the 
fields ORIGINATOR and PUBLISHER. In many cases the originator and publisher 
are the same. The ORIGINATOR field is set up to record the name of the 
company or laboratory that wrote the document. The PUBLISHER field is set up 
to record either the sponsoring organization 1 s name or the name of the organi
zation that made the document available to the outside community. Both the 
PUBLISHER and the ORIGINATOR fields allow up to 80 characters. 

The geographical area of the organization responsible for the document is 
recorded in the CITY, STATE and COUNTRY fields. The CITY field allows up to 
20 characters, the STATE field provides for a maximum of 15 characters, and 
the COUNTRY field permits up to 25 characters. 

The APRAPROG field allows the user to record the name of the DOE remedial 
action program that is associated with the document. The APRA Bibliography 
Management System includes the following five categories of APRAPROG choices: 

• UMTRAP (Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action Program) 
• GJRAP (Grand Junction Remedial Action Program) 
• FUSRAP (Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program) 
• SFMP (Surplus Facilities Management Program) 
• GENERAL (Documents associated with other programs) 

A special screening classification system was set up for the APRA 
Bibliography Management System that allows the user to generally classify by 
code each document entered into the system. DOCTYPE is a five-character field 
used to record this classification code. The document classification codes 
established for the APRA Bibliography Management System are presented in 
Table 2. 
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TABLE 2. APRA Bibliography Management System Document-Classification Code 

Code Descri tion 

CP Document is located in a conference proceedings 
(This can stand alone or it can be added to the end 
of any of the other categories to indicate that the 
document can be found in a conference proceedings, 
e.g., DCP.) 

CT 

0 

DE 

DR 

oso 
DSP 

E 

EA 

ER 

F 

GP 

Q 

QD 

QSP 

R 

so 
SDSP 

SP 

Document contains mainly remedial action project 
control technology information 

Document contains mainly dose criteria, standards, 
guidelines or limits 

Document contains both D and E 

Document contains both D and R 

Document contains both D and SO 

Document contains both D and SP 

Document contains mainly environmental pathway 
analysis information 

Document is a Remedial Action Engineering Assessment 

Document contains both E and R 

Document is a final decommissioning report 

Document is of general program interest but does not 
address any area specifically 

Document contains mainly quality assurance information 

Document contains both Q and D 

Document contains both Q and SP 

Document contains mainly risk assessment information 

Document contains mainly survey data 

Document contains both SD and SP 

Document contains mainly survey protocol 
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The LOCATION field is used to record the physical location of a document 
dt PNL. A five-character location-code system was developed to describe and 
record information pertaining to the physical location of a document. This 
five-character location-code system is described in Figure 1. 

where 

The five-character location code format is: 

XXXYZ 

X - represents space for the initials of the person whose office 
contains the document 

Y - represents space for one of these information-type code letters 
H - Hardcopy 

M Microfiche 
B - Bibliography Information Only 
L located at One of the ~lain libraries (some information at office 

indicated) 
Z - represents space for one of these codes which will describe 

location with the office or further specify the document 
IfY = H: 

s - Bookshelf 

F - File Cabinet 
If Y = L: 

B - Battelle Technical Library 
R - Battelle Research Technical laboratory (RTl) Library 

If Y = B: 
T Title Only 

A Abstract Only 

FIGURE 1. Five-Character Document-location Code for 
the APRA Bibliography Management System 
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A series of ten keywords may be recorded in the fields KEYWORD! through 
KEYWORDlO. These keywords can be descriptive words or phrases containing no 
more than 30 characters each. The system will accept any keywords or phrases 
entered. However, for ease in searching on key descriptive words, a set of 
keywords and phrases was developed for the APRA Bibliography Management 
System. 

A list of the keywords developed for the APRA Bibliography Management 

system is presented in Table 3. It is expected that this list will be 
expanded over time. 

The DUP field is provided to indicate that more than one physical copy of 
the document is available at the location indicated in the LOCATION field. 
The DUP field is designed to accept a "Y" when more than one copy is 
available. The DUP field should either be left blank or have an "N" entered 
in it if only a single copy is available. 
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TABLE 3. Keyword List for APRA Bibliography Management 
System Keyword Search Option 

KEYWORD 

DECOMMISSIONING 
DECONTAMINATION 
R&D FACILITIES 
IRRADIATION FACILITIES 
REACTORS 
ACCELERATOR 
FUEL FABRICATION 
FUEL REPROCESSING 
TRU (transuranics) 
NUCLIDES 
RADON 
RADON-DAUGHTERS 
RESUSPENS I ON 
QUALITY ASSURANCE 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
TERMINATION 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS 
WASTE DISPOSAL 
WASTE MANAGEMENT 
fiASTE TRANSPORTATION 
RISK ASSESSMENT 
RADIATION DETECTORS 
RADIATION MONITORIN 
RADIOLOGICAL SURVEYS 
BACKGROUND RADIATION 
RADIOACTIVE SOURCES 
RADIOACTIVE DECAY 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
POPULATION EXPOSURE 
GROUNDWATER MONITORING 
METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING 
REMEDIAL ACTION 
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL 
GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION 
REMEDIAL ACTION TECHNOLOGY 
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION 

KEYWORD 

STANDARDS 
REGULATIONS 
STATUTES 
GUIDES 
CRITERIA 
HANDBOOK 
DATABASE 
COSTS 
BUDGET 
ECONOMICS 
PROCEDURES 
METHODS 
INSTRUMENTS 
CALIBRATION 
SURVEYS 
METEOROLOGY 
HYDROLOGY 
HEALTH EFFECTS 
CANCER RISK 
DOSIMETRY 
SOLID WASTE 
LIQUID WASTE 
GLOW-LEVEL WASTE 
HIGH-LEVEL WASTE 
IRRADIATION 
URANIUM MINING 
URANIUM MILLING 
MILL TAILINGS 
URANIUM,WINDBLOWN 
AIR MONITORING 
MILK SAMPLING 
RADON 
EXPOSURE 
INTAKE 
AIR POLLUTION 
HAZARDOUS WASTE 
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KEYWORD 

NATURAL PRODUCTS 
FISSION PRODUCTS 
ACTIVATION PRODUCTS 
FUSION PRODUCTS 
PLUTONIUM 
UNRESTRICTED USE 
SAMPLING 
STABILIZATION 
DISPERS!VITY 
SPECTROMETRY 
TOXICOLOGY 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
PATHWAYS 
NEPA 
SURVEILLANCE 
EROSION 
GEOLOGY 
GAMMA RADIATION 
ALPHA RADIATION 
BETA RADIATION 
X-RAYS 
BETA-GA,~MA RADIATION 
GAMMA I~EASUREMENTS 
BETA MEASUREMENTS 
ALPHA MEASUREMENTS 
RADIOCHEMISTRY 
MIGRATION 
SEWAGE 
DRINKING WATER 
SOIL SAMPLING 
SEDIMENT SAMPLING 
GAS DOSE 
DOSE RATE 
SURROGATE EFFECTS 
WATER POLLUTION 
DOSE-RESPONSE 





3.0 APRABASE PROGRAM 

The APRABASE program and its subprograms M!REPT3, MKREPT3A, MKREPT3B, 
MKREPT3C, MSREPT3, MSFORM3, and MTITLE were written to arrange and report the 
bibliographical data in the APRA file by selected fields. These programs were 

also designed to allow searching of the file on specified parameters to locate 
documents and prepare user-selected/tailored reports of the bibliographic 
information found. 

APRABASE is a 
dBASE II language. 

menu-driven interactive program that is written in the 

The user operates the program from the main menu, which 
provides for selection of the following options: 

Option I Index the file on a choice of specified parameters, and receive 

a written report organized according to index parameters. 

Option K Search the file for selected keywords, and receive a written 
report describing the documents containing the selected keywords. 

Option S Search the file for a document that contains a specified known 

parameter (e.g., document number), and, if found, receive a 
written report describing the document. 

Option 0 Organize the file by document number, and print out a listing 

that can be used to easily locate and remove duplicate entries. 

Option Z Exit the APRABASE program and place control back at the main 
dBASE II program level. 

Option I allows the user to index the APRA file by selecting parameters 
from the displayed parameter menu. Upon entry of the parameter, the user will 
receive a written report that is organized as specified by the selected parame
ters. The following are index parameter choices: 

LEADAUTHOR(25) 
LOCATIDN(5) 
APRAPROG(7) 
PUBLISHER(SO) 

IN!T!TLE(IO) 
DOCTYPE(5) 
YEAR(9) 
ORIGINATOR( SO) 

II 

OOCNUMI(20) 
DOCNUM2(20) 
PAGES(S) 

C!TY(20) 
STATE(I5) 
COUNTRY(25) 



The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of characters located in 
the respective fields. APRABASE can index on one, two, or three index 

parameters at one time. The dBASE II system will permit a maximum combined 
length of 100 characters in the field for indexing. Thus, any combination of 
up to three parameters can be chosen as long as the total of the numbers in 
parentheses does not exceed 100. 

Option K is designed so the user can search the APRA file on selected 
keywords and receive a written bibliographic report describing the documents 
that contain such keywords. A list of suggested keywords used when conducting 
a search is provided in Table 3. 

Option S allows the user to search the APRA file for a document that 
contains a specified known parameter (e.g., document number, author(s), 
originator, etc.) and, if found in the file, receive a written report describ
ing the document. This option involves entering the appropriate parameter 

field name, relational operator and known parameter. A list of the possible 
parameter field names and relational operators available for use in this 
option is provided in Table 4. These entries are delimited using the dBASE II 
format. Delimiting is accomplished by enclosing the entry in quotation marks. 
The known parameter has to be delimited using double quotation marks. An 
example of how each entry should be delimited is provided on the screen when 
APRABASE queries such an entry. Because it is easy to forget to delimit the 
entries, upon receipt of the entries the program will immediately ask if they 
were delimited. If they were not delimited, it will loop back and allow 
reentry of the parameters. 

Option 0 automatically organizes the file by document number and prints 
out a listing that can be used to locate and remove duplicate entries in the 
APRA file. The printout from this option includes the APRA file individual 

record numbers, which make it easy to use the standard dBASE II editing 
routine to locate a record and either eliminate a duplicate or correct a 

field. 

Option Z allows the user to exit APRABASE. It returns the user to the 

main dBASE II program. It is then necessary to enter QUIT to completely leave 
the dBASE II system. The user can quit a run at any time by pressing ESC, 
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which will automatically exit to the computer 1 s operating system. However, if 
the program is exited this way, it may be necessary to manually turn off the 
printer (press Ctrl PrtSc). This is necessary only when the program is exited 
during operation within a loop containing an internal command to print. 

Menu-driven options I, K and S allow the user to choose report formats 
for printing the results of the index or search operations. When the user 
enters the number indicated, the report format choices are as follows: 

1 - Informal report in tabular form that includes the first document number, 

title, lead author and document location. (See Figure 2 for an example 
of this report format.) 

2 - Informal report in tabular form that includes the first document number, 
second document number, volume, year, document type, APRA program code, 
country of publication, and number of pages. (See Figure 3 for an 

example of this report format.) 

3 - Datd listing that includes lead author, all authors, title, volume, year, 
document numbers, originator, publisher, country of publication, APRA 
proqram code and number of pages. This report format produces a separate 
page of output for each document. (See Figure 4 for an example of this 

format.) 

4- Informal report in tabular form which user designs (using the menu-driven 

REPORT FORM routine of dBASE II; any of the fie 1 d names contained in the 
APR'' file structure can be used when designing the informal report). 

5 - Informal report in tabular form which user previously designed and 
rendmed. Do not select this report unless you have previously selected 
informal report format choice 4 and saved the report format. 

The MIREPT3, I~KREPT3A, MKREPT3B, MKREPT3C, MSREPT3, MSFORM3 and MTITLE 
subprograms are automatically called by APRABASE. MIREPT3 is used to print 
the report when report format option 3 is selected under the main program 
option I. MKREPT3A, MKREPT3B and MKREPT3C are used to print the report for 

report format option 3 under the main program option K. MSREPT3 and MSFORM3 
are used to print the report for report format option 3 under the main program 
optionS. MTITLE is used by all of the programs to label the reports. 

13 



PAGE NO. 00001 
06/04/85 

APRA SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

DOCUMENT NUMBER DOCUMENT TITLE 

CONF-791~34 Environmental 
Decontamination--Proceedl 
ngs of the Workshop 

LEAD AUTHOR 

Chester, C.V. 

FIGURE 2. Example of the APRA Bibliography Management 
System Option 1 Report Format 

PAGE NO. 00001 
06/04/85 

APRA SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

LOCATION 

ROSHf; 

FIRST DOC. 'it SECOND DOC. # VOLUME 'rEAR TYPE PROGRAM COUNTRY PAGES 

CONF-791234 u 1981 CP GENERAL USA 

FIGURE 3. Example of the APRA Bibliography Management 
System Option 2 Report Format 

!4 
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APRA BIBLIOGRAPHY 

DATA LIST 

LEAD AUTHOR: Chester, C.V. 

AUTHORS: Cristy, G.A., and Vernigon, H.C. 

TITLE: Environmental Decontamination--Proceedings of the Workshop 

VOLUME: U 

YEAR: 1981 

DOCUMENT NUMBER: CONF-791234 
u 

ORIGINATOR: Oak Ridge National Laboratory Energy Division 

PUBLISHER: Oak Ridge Nat1onal Laboratory 

COUNTRY: USA 

APRA PROGRAM CODE: GENERAL 

PAGES: 255 

FIGURE 4. Example of the APRA Bibliography Management 
System Option 3 Report Format 
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TABLE 4. APRA Bibliography Management System Option S Search 
Parameter and Relational Operator Choices 

Parameter 

LEADAUTHOR 
AUTHORS 
YEAR 
TITLE 
DOCNUMl 
DOCNUM2 
DOCTYPE 
LOCATION 
ORIGINATOR 
PUBLISHER 
CITY 
STATE 
COUNTRY 
APRAPROG 
KEYWORDS 

= 

<> 

>= 

<= 

> 

< 

Relational Operator 

(Equal To) 
(Not Equal To) 
(Greater Than or Equal To) 
(Less Than or Equal To) 
(Greater Than) 
(Less Than) 
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APPENDIX A 

A.! DESCRIPTION 

The Assurance Program for Remedial Action (APRA) Bibliography Management 
System operates using dBASE II(a) software. The main bibliographic file (APRA) 

is developed and maintained using the standard dBASE II operational commands 
for establishing and editing a database file. The APRABASE program and its 

associated subprograms, which organize, search and prepare reports on data in 
the APRA file, are written in the dBASE II language and are operated within 
the dBASE II program. APRABASE is a menu-driven interactive program. APRABASE 
is controlled mainly by selecting choices from the menus and answering requests 
for input as they are queried. 

The APRA Bibliography Management System described in this manual is oper
ated on an IBM PC{b) microcomputer with 128K ram memory that uses a Tall grass 
Technologies Corporation 20-megabyte hard disk, or other similar storage system. 

{a) dBASE II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate, Culver City, California. 
{b) IBM PC is a trademark of the International Business Machines Corporation. 
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A.2 OPERATION 

A.2.1 DATABASE FILE (APRA) 

The APRA file is edited or appended by the dBASE II system using the 

normal commands of that system. Since the dBASE II user's manual, that is 
provided with the software package when it is purchased, discusses these 
commands in detail, they will be only lightly discussed in this manual. 
Bibliography data can be appended, edited or deleted by using the following 

commands (enter boldface commands exactly as shown; substitute specific entry 

for lower-case commands; terminate each entry with a return): 

Enter 

A> DBASE 

• USE C:APRA.DBF 

. APPEND 

• EDIT record number 

Explanation 

The DBASE command calls up the dBASE II system 
from the disk using the computer's operating 
system. A> is the disk operating system (DOS) 
prompt. 

The USE command followed by the file name 
designates the file that is to be appended. 
The 11 C: " designates the disk location where 
the file can be found. The " • 11 is the dBP..SE 
II system prompt. 

The APPEND command automatically finds the end 
of the file and sets up the next record number 
in sequence for data entry. (Note - If 
editing or deleting data from the file, omit 
this command.) 

The EDIT (record number) command (e.g., EDIT 
001 or EDIT 250) finds the record number 
specified and calls the record to the screen 
for editing. The normal scrolling and func
tion keys of dBASE II should be used to move 
within the record/file when editing (reference 
the dBASE II manual for key definitions and 
usage instructions). Use CTRL W when editing 
is complete. This will allow the changes to 
be saved and return control to the dBASE II 
system. 
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Enter 

DELETE RECORD number 

. QUIT 

Explanation 

The DELETE command marks a record for deletion 
from the file. The command is used by first 
going into the file, using the edit mode, and 
finding/confirming the record that is to be 
deleted. This is necessary to make sure the 
correct record is being deleted. Exit the 
edit mode by using either a CTRL W or CTRL Q 
(CTRL Q exits without saving edit changes). 
Then use the command specifying the record 
number to be deleted (e.g., DELETE RECORD 
001) • 

The QUIT command exits the dBASE II program 
and returns control to the computer's DOS. 

It is good practice to use the computer's DOS system to make backup 
copies of the APRA file each time that a major modification is made to the 
file. Occasionally a disk can become damaged causing the data in the file to 
be lost. 

Searching for and retrieving information in the APRA Bibliography 
Management System is sensitive to the format used when data are entered into 
the APRA file. Order is important (e.g., Doe, J.R. is not the same as J.R. 
Doe). Spacing is important (e.g., Doe, J. R. is not the same as Doe, J.R.). 
When specifying data for the system to search or retrieve, upper- and lower
case letters must be repeated exactly as they are entered in the file or the 
system will not be able to find the data (e.g., if the file contains the name 
Doe, J.R. and DOE, J.R. is specified, the system will not be able to find it). 
Because the system is sensitive to the format, an example record format has 
been established and should be followed when entering data into the APRA file. 
Figure A.l demonstrates this record format along with the structure of the 
records contained in the APRA file. Figure A.l is organized so that it 
displays the record structure (data fields) on the far left followed by a 
colon. Following the colon is an example input for each field. In brackets 
below each input example is a description of the format used. 
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RECORD #00133 

LEADAUTHOR 

AUTHORS 

DAY 

MONTH 

YEAR 

INITITLE 

TITLE 

VOLUME 

[This is the record number 
identifying number of this 

:Miner, J.R. 

of the data entry. It is the 
particular data set in the file.] 

[Enter the last name first (using upper-case letters on 
only the first letter or on those which normally are 
capitalized such as in McMurray), a comma, a space, the 
first initial (upper case), a period, the middle initial 
(upper case), and a period {do not put a space between the 
first and middle initial).] 

:Public, J. Q. , Manager, J, B. , Legislator, 
W.K., Regulator, R.T. 
[Enter the last name first followed by a comma, a space, 
and the initials as described for LEADAUTHOR. Follow each
complete name with a comma and a space, except for the last 
complete name in the list. Do not put a comma after the 
next-to-the-last complete name; instead, enter a space, the 
word "and" (lower case) and a space.] 

:29 
[Enter the numerical calendar day of the month.] 

:February 
[Enter the calendar month using upper case on only 
the first letter. Do not abbreviate since many end uses of 
the reoorts will call for the word to be written out.] 

:1984 
fEnter the numerical calendar year.] 

: DETERM!Nllil 
[Enter the first 10 letters of the title 
(upper case). Do not include small insignificant words 
that are a part of the title. The 1NITITLE field is used 
by the system to index and search on titles.] 

:Determining the Ultimate Fate of the Uranium 
- Industry 
[Enter the title using upper-case letters on only the first 
letter of each significant word. Do not use quotes around 
the title. Use the normal convention of not capitalizing 
the first letter of insignificant words. Enter one space 
only between each word in the title.] 

:13 
[Enter either Arabic or Roman numeral volume number. 
Use the system that the author used when titling the 
particular document.] 

FIGURE A.l. Format and Structure of Records Within the APRA File 
(Example entries are in boldface type) 
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Figure A.l Contd 

DDCNUMl 

DOCNUM2 

PAGES 

ORIGINATOR 

PUBLISHER 

CITY 

STATE 

COUNTRY 

APRAPROG 

DOCTYPE 

oHDW-639 
[Enter the document number exactly as it is listed 

on the document.] 

'MY /SURMISE-1984 
[If applicable, enter the second document number exactly as 
it is listed on the document.] 

o625 
[Enter the number of pages that the document contains.] 

:Hard Times National Laboratory 
[Enter the name of the organization responsible for the 
document. The name should be spelled out using upper-case 
letters on all of the significant words. Enter only one 
space between words in the name.] 

:Uncle Sam's Printing House 
[Enter the name of the organization that published the 
document. This will often be the same organization as the 
ORIGINATOR. The name should be spelled out using upper-case 
letters on all of the significant words. Enter only one 
space between words in the name.] 

:Denver 
[Enter the name of the city from which the document 
was published. Use upper case on the first letter of each 
word and spell out the city 1 s name.] 

:Colorado 
[Enter the name of the state from which the document was 
published. Use upper case on the first letter of each word 
and spell out the name of the state.] 

oUSA 
[Enter the name of the country from which the document 
was published. Use the conventional abbreviation for the 
name of the country. Use upper-case letters as 
appropriate in the conventional abbreviation.] 

:UMTRAP 
[Enter one of the five possible APRA program codes 
(UMTRAP, GJRAP, FUSRAP, SFMP or GENERAL). Use upper case 
for all letters in the code.] 

oGP 
[Enter the most representative document classification code 
(reference Table 2 on page 6 of the APRA Microcomputer 
Operated Bibliography Management System document for a 
listing of the codes). Use all upper-case letters in the 
code.] 
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Figure A.l Contd 

LOCATION 

KEYWORD! 
KEYWORD2 
KEYWORD3 
KEYWORD4 
KEYWORDS 
KEYWORD6 
KEYWORD? 
KEYWORDS 
KEYWORD9 

OUP 

:RDSBT 
[Enter the five-character document location code (reference 
Figure 1 on page 7 of the APRA Microcomputer Operated 
Bibliography Management System document for a description 
of how to generate the code). Use all upper-case letters 
in the code.] 

:URANIUM MILLING 
:RISK ASSESSMENT 
:ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS 
:REGULATIONS 
:CRITERIA 
:RECOMMENDATIONS 
:WASTE DISPOSAL 
:WASTE MANAGEMENT 
:TERMINATION 
[Enter the appropriate keywords that best describe the 
document contents (reference Table A.l for a list of 
suggested keywords). The list of keywords in Table A.! 
should be expanded as the user progresses with the program, 
and new keywords that are added should be noted so they can 
be used when searching the file for associated documents. 
Use all upper-case letters when entering keywords. 
Keywords can involve more than one word or they can be 
phr~es u~ to 30 characters in length.] 

[This field is used only when there is more than one copy 
of the document available at the location indicated in the 
LOCATION field. If there is more than one copy available, 
enter an upper-caseY. If not, leave blank or enter anN.] 

NOTE: If data for any of the fields listed above are not available, enter an 
upper-case U in the field. This will allow the file to be searched on 
U at a later time to locate and correct unknown data fields. 

A.2.2 BIBLIOGRAPHY DATA SEARCH AND REPORT PROGRAM OPERATION (APRABASE) 

The APRABASE program is simple to operate. It can be accessed and run by 

calling up the location of the program files (addressing the directory and 
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TABLE A.!. List of Keywords/Phases for the APRA Bibliography 
Management System Keyword Search Option 

Keyword Ke~ord Keyword 

DECOMMISSIONING STANDARDS NATURAL PRODUCTS 
DECONTAMINATION REGULATIONS FISSION PRODUCTS 
R&D FACILITIES STATUTES ACTIVATION PRODUCTS 
IRRADIATION FACILITIES GUIDES FUSION PRODUCTS 
REACTORS CRITERIA PLUTONIUM 
ACCELERATOR HANDBOOK UNRESTRICTED USE 
FUEL FABRICATION DATABASE SAMPLING 
FUEL REPROCESSING COSTS STABILIZATION 
TRU ( transurani cs) BUDGET DISPERSIVITY 
NUCLIDE SECONOMICS SPECTROMETRY 
RADON PROCEDURES TOXICOLOGY 
RADON-DAUGHTERS METHODS ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESUSPENSION INSTRUMENTS PATHWAYS 
QUALITY ASSURANCE CALIBRATION NEPA 
RECDMMENDATI ONS SURVEYS SURVEILLANCE 
TERMINAT:ON METEOROLOGY EROSION 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS HYDROLOGY GEOLOGY 
WASTE DISPOSAL HEALTH EFFECTS GAMMA RADIATION 
WASTE MANAGEMENT CANCER RISK ALPHA RADIATION 
WASTE TRANSPORTATION DOSIMETRY BETA RADIATION 
RISK ASSESSMENT SOLID WASTE X-RAYS 
RADIATION DETECTORS LIQUID WASTE BETA-GAMMA RADIATION 
RADIATION MONITORING LOW-LEVEL WASTE GAMMA MEASUREMENTS 
RADIOLOGICAL SURVEYS HIGH-LEVEL WASTE BETA MEASUREMENTS 
BACKGROUND RADIATION IRRADIATION ALPHA MEASUREI~ENTS 
RADIOACTIVE SOURCES URANIUM MINING RADIOCHEMISTRY 
RADIOACTIVE DECAY URANIUM MILLING MIGRATION 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE MILL TAILINGS SEWAGE 
POPULATION EXPOSURE URANIUM,WINDBLOWN DRINKING WATER 
GROUNDWATER MONITORING AIR MONITORING SOIL SAMPLING 
I~ETEOROLOG!CAL MONITORING MILK SAMPLING SEDIMENT SAMPLING 
REMEDIAL ACTION RADON GASDOSE 
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL EXPOSURE DOSE RATE 
GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION INTAKE SURROGATE EFFECTS 
REMEDIAL ACTION TECHNOLOGY AIR POLLUTION WATER POLLUTION 
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION (a) HAZARDOUS WASTE DOSE-RESPONSE 
-------------------------- ------------------ -------------------
-------------------------- ------------------ -------------------
-------------------------- ------------------ -------------------
-------------------------- ------------------ -------------------
-------------------------- ------------------ -------------------
-------------------------- ------------------ -------------------
(a) Blank spaces are provided for additional keywords. 
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Table A.!. (Contd) 
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subdirectories that contain the APRABASE program, subprograms, and data files) 
and entering the following commands: 

ENTER 

C> DBASE 

EXPLANATION 

11 C> 11 is the system prompt for 
directory C. OBASE calls in the 
dBASE II main program . 

. DO APRABASE The It • It is the dBASE II prompt. 
DO APRABASE calls in APRABASE 
and runs it under the dBASE II 
system. 

Once the DO APRABASE command has been entered, the user simply selects items 
from the menu and provides input as it is queried by the program. To exit 
APRABASE simply select the 11 Z11 choice from the main menu, which places control 
Oack at •:he main dBASE II program level, and enter QUIT, which will cause the 
system to exit dBASE II and return control to the computer 1

S main DOS level. 

A.2.3 APRABASE Menus and Input Queries 

Upor, starting a run of the APRABASE program, the user will first see the 
followin£ warning printed on the screen: 

*** WARNING *** 

THE APRABASE PROGRAM IS SENSITIVE TO THE FORMAT OF 
ITS INPUT. ORDER IS IMPORTANT (e.g., Doe, J.R. IS NOT 
THE SAME AS J .R. Doe). SPACING IS ALSO IMPORTANT 
(e.g., Doe, J. R. IS NOT THE SAME AS Doe, J.R.). 
UPPER- AND lower-CASE LETTERS MUST BE REPEATED 
EXACTLY AS THEY ARE IN THE FILE (e.g., DOE, J.R. IS 
NOT THE SAME AS Doe, J.R.). REFER TO THE APRA 
BIBLIOGRAPHY USER'S MANUAL FOR MORE INFORMATION 
REGARDING FORMAT OF DATA IN THE APRA .DBF FILE. 

The warning reminds the user that the data format used for searches and 
reports must be the same as that used when the data were filed. If the 
formats are different, the program will not be able to locate the input 
parameter in the file. Reference is made to Figure A.l for details regarding 
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the format to use when entering queried information. Whenever the system 

prints out a message for the user to read, it will stop execution of the 
program and print (directly below the information message) a message similar 
to the following: 

STRIKE ANY KEY TO BEGIN (or CONTINUE, whichever is 
appropriate) THE PROGRAM 

WAITING 

After reading the message, the user simply presses a key and the program 
will continue execution. 

The user will next see the following main menu: 

PROGRAM CHOICES: 

I = Indexes the File on Specified Parameters 
K = Searches the File on Keywords 
S = Searches the File on Specified Parameters 
D = Organizes the File to Identify Duplicate Records 
Z = Exits the Program 

NOTE: There may be delays in the program as it finds the 
appropriate subroutines and search parameters. Remember 
patience is a virtue. 

SET CAPS LOCK ON 

Enter Program Choice: 

The I choice allows the user to index the APRA file using up to three 
parameters. Selection of I will result in the following display: 

INDEX CHOICES: 

LEADAUTHOR(25) 
LOCATION(5) 
APRAPROG(7) 
PUBLISHER(SO) 

INITITLE(lO) 
DOCTYPE(5) 
YEAR(9) 
ORIGINATOR( SO) 

DOCNUM1(20) 
DOCNUM2(20) 
PAGES(S) 

CITY(20) 
STATE(15) 
COUNTRY(25) 

You may enter one, two, or three index parameters. The principal 
index parameter is the one which will be indexed first. Any following 
parameters will be indexed within the context of the previous index. 
The number that follows each parameter represents the length of the 
field. 
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*** NOTE ************************************************* 
* Index commands will not work if the combined length of * 
* field is greater than 100. * 
*********************************************************** 

How man:r parameters will you index on? l, 2, or 3: 

The numbers in parentheses after the index choices indicate the number of 
characters located in the respective fields. The dBASE II system permits up 
to 100 characters in the field when indexing; thus, any combination of up to 
three of the above parameters can be indexed on as long as the total number of 
characters being used for indexing does not exceed 100. Once the indexing 
parameters are selected, the program will organize the file according to the 
~irst parameter; then, each main category as determined by the first parameter 

will be crganized according to the second parameter and so forth up to the 
three parameters. After the file is indexed, the program will display the 
following menu for selecting the report format used when printing the indexed 
data: 

REPORT FORMAT CHOICES: 

1 = Informal report in tabular form that includes first 
document number, title, lead author, and location 

2 = Informal report in tabular form that includes first 
document number, second document number, volume, 
year, document type, APRA program code, country of 
publication, and number of pages 

3 = Data listing that includes lead author, all authors, 
title, volume, year, document numbers, originator, 
publisher, country of publication, APRA program code, and 
number of pages 

4 = Informal report in tabular form which user designs 

5 = Informal tabular report which user previously designed and 
renamed. Do not select this report unless you have 
previously selected informal report format choice 4 and 
saved the report format. 

Enter Report Format Choice: 

Examples of report formats 1, 2, and 3 
4, respectively (found on pages 13 and 14). 

are supplied in figures 2, 3, 
Choice 4 allows the user to 

and 

select the parameters to be included in the informal report. When choice 4 is 
selected the following will be displayed on the terminal: 
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You have chosen a program that will allow you to create your 
own informal report format in the dBASE standard form. 

Strike any key to run program. 

WAITING 

Upon pressing a key, the following will be displayed (input requests will 
be displayed one at a time upon entering a response to the first/previous 
request): 

You will define the format of this report. 

Generally, options are defined as M=12, L=54 and W=86. The 
heading is "APRA SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY" Double space 
the report and do not use totals. The width of the columns is 
defined first, then the field name. Enter whatever column 
heading you desire. When you are through defining columns 
strike a carriage return. 

No printout will .be made as you define the report format. 

ENTER OPTIONS, M=LEFT MARGIN, L=LINES/PAGE, W=PAGE 
WIDTH 
PAGE HEADING? (Y /N) 
ENTER PAGE HEADING: 
DOUBLE SPACE REPORT? (Y /N) 
ARE TOTALS REQUIRED? (Y /N) 
COL WIDTH, CONTENTS 
001 ENTER HEADING: 
002 ENTER HEADING: 
003 

Note: For further assistance, refer to the REPORT FORM procedures described 
in the dBASE II user's manual. 

The requested inputs should directly follow the request. Input for the 
first request (ENTER OPTIONS, M=LEFT MARGIN, L=LINES/PAGE, W=PAGE WIDTH) 
should directly follow the word WIDTH and be as follows: 

M=l2,L=54,W=86 (assuming that 12, 54 and 86 are the desired left margin, 
lines per page, and page width). 

Respond to the page heading question with a yes or no (Y or N). If "Y" 

is entered, the "ENTER PAGE HEADING:" query will be displayed and should be 
responded to by entering the desired page heading. Usually the reports are 
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double spaced for ease of reading. This is accomplished by responding with a 
''Y" to the question. Respond to "ARE TOTALS REQUIRED? " with a no (N), because 
this is needed only when numerical values are used and a total is desired. The 
next items to be input are the column 11 WIDTH" and "CONTENTS." The "WIDTH" 
specifies the number of characters that are allowed in the report column for 
the "CONTENT" item. The choices the user has available for the "CONTENT" and 
associated "WIDTH" inputs can be found in Table 1 (page 4) of the APRA Micro
computer-Operated Bibliography Management System document. Since the program 
will wrap words to fit coJumns, the specified column width does not have to be 
the same as the width listed in Table I. Respond to the "ENTER HEADING:" 

request with an appropriate heading for the uCONTENT" item. The heading can 
be no longer than the number of characters specified in the "WIDTH" input. 
Upon entry of all the "CONTENT" items desired, strike the carriage return as a 
response to the request for an additional "WIDTH,CONTENT" input; the program 
will then begin printing the report according to the format just defined. 
After the report is written, the program will ask if the new report format 
should be saved. If the response is yes (Y), the following message will be 
displayed: 

To save this report format you will have to rename the file. 
Check the list of files which are already created and make sure 
you do not duplicate one of them. Do not worry about adding 
a prefix (e.g., B:) or suffix (e.g., FRM). 

Strike any key to see list of report format files. 

WAITING 

Upon striking a key, the list of previously created format files will be 
displayed in the upper-left corner of the screen. The following message will 
be displayed on the lower part of the screen: 

The report name does not have to be "FORM." 
The prefix "I, K, or S" are useful when identifying the formats. 
Do not use periods or spaces in the format names. 

Enter report format name: 

Upon entry of the name, the program will respond with an empty inverse video 
space at the top of the screen. The form name should be reentered in this 
space. Reentry of the name in the inverse video space will add the new name 
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to the file list. After the name is reentered, the program will redisplay the 
list of files, which will now include the name you just entered. The program 
will then ask if you want to make another printout. If the response is yes 

(Y), the program will loop back to the report format menu. If the response is 
no (N), it will ask if you want to make another search. If the response is 
yes (Y), the program will loop back and request the new input parameters. If 

the response is no (N), it will loop back to the main menu where another 
option can be chosen or the nzn option can be selected to end the program. 

Option K allows the user to search the APRA file on selected keywords 
and receive a bibliographic report on the documents that contain these 
keywords. When option K is chosen the following message will be displayed on 
the screen: 

KEYWORD OPTIONS' 

Check the list of keywords found in Table A .1 of the user's 
manual. If you do not have the users manual and want to see 
the keyword list, type "Y". If you do not want to see the 
keyword list press any other key. 

WAITING 

Table A.l contains a list of keywords to select from when performing a 

keyword search under option K. New keywords may be added to the list as 
desired by the user. A blank page is provided in Table A.l for recording new 
keywords. It is important to record new keywords so they can be easily 
recalled when conducting a search. If the user wants the new keywords added 
to the computer-displayed list, it will be necessary to use the dBASE II 
editor, go into the APRABASE program, and add them to the existing list. 

If a yes (Y) is entered as a response to the displayed message, the 
computer will, along with the list of words, print out the following message: 

Chemical symbols are listed either by symbol-mass number 
(i.e., C0-60) if they are radioactive, or by symbol only (i.e., 
CO, FE) if they are not radioactive. 

The chemical symbol message provides a convention for adding radionu
clides or nonradioactive chemical elements to the keyword list. Once the 
keywords are entered, the program will search the file to locate documents 
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containing these words. The program will then display the report format 
choices menu on the screen and allow the user to select the type of report 
desired. The report format choices menu and the remainder of the program 

under Option K operate the same as Option I. 

The OptionS allows the user to search the APRA file for documents 
containing a specified known parameter (e.g., document number, author, 

originator). 

When Option S is selected, the following message will be displayed on the 

screen: 

Parameter Choice: 

LEADAUTHOR 
AUTHORS 
YEAR 
TITLE 
DOCNUMl 
DOCNUM2 
LOCATION 

ORIGINATOR 
PUBLISHER 
CITY 
STATE 
COUNTRY 
APRAPROG 

Relational Operator: 

= Equal to 
<> Not equal to 
>= Greater than or equal to 
<= Less than or equal to 
> Greater than 
< Less than DOCTYPE 

The parameter (field name) must be delimited by quotation marks (e.g., 
"LEADAUTHOR"). The relational operator must also be delimited and spaces 
placed in front of and behind the relational operator entered (e.g., 
"=11 ). The variable must be delimited with both a set of double quotation 
marks and a set of single quotation marks (e.g., "'Doe, J.R."'). Use 
quotation marks on the same key (using shift). 

Strike any key when you are ready to begin. 

WAITING 

The parameter choices should be entered exactly as the message describes. 
The quotation and double quotation marks (delimiting) are necessary because 
the input parameters are automatically called into the standard dBASE II program 
to conduct the search, and dBASE II requires the delimiting of its inputs. 
Each part of the input parameter expression is queried separately. That is, 
the parameter choice option is queried first (an example of the first entry 
would be: "LEADAUTHOR"). Next, the relational operator is queried (an example 
of the next entry would be:"="). Finally, the specific parameter is queried 

(an example of this entry would be: '"Doe, J.R.'"). The program will allow 

up·to three parameter expressions to be searched at one time. 
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After the input parameters expressions are entered, the program will ask 
if variables have been delimited and if the search parameters are correct. If 

the answer is no (N), the program will loop back to the parameter expression 
input queries and allow the user to reenter the parameters. If the answer is 
yes (Y), the program will search the file to locate any documents containing 
fields that satisfy the expression(s) entered. The program will then display 

the report format choices menu to allow selection of the report format type. 
The report format choices menu and the remainder of the program under the 
OptionS operate the same as Option r. 

Option D automatically organizes the file by document number and prints 
out a listing that can be used to locate and remove duplicate entries in the 

APRA file. The printout from this option includes the APRA file record num
ber, which makes it easy to locate and either eliminate a duplicate file or 

correct a field. Editing is performed under the standard dBASE II editing 
routine. 

Option z allows the user to exit the APRABASE program. It returns the 

user back to the main dBASE II program. It is then necessary to enter QUIT to 
completely leave the dBASE II system. The user can quit a run by pressing 
ESC, which will automatically exit to the computer's operating system. How
ever, if the program is exited this way, it may be necessary to manually turn 
off the printer (press Ctrl PrtSc). This is necessary only when the program 

is exited while it is operating in a loop that contains an internal command to 
print. 
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APPENDIX B 

APRA BIBLIOGRAPHY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
PROGRAM, sUBPROGRAMS AND FILES 



LIST OF PROGRAMS AND SUBPROGRAMS 

DBASE.COM 
DBASEOVR.COM 
INSTALL.COM 
DBASEMSG.TXT 
APRABASE. PRG 
MIREPT3.APR 
MKREPT3A.APR 
MKREPT3B.APR 
MKREPT3C.APR 
MSREPT3.APR 
MSFORM3.APR 
MTITLE.APR 

LIST OF FILES 

APRA.DBF 
TEMP.NDX 
MIL!ST.DBF 
MKLIST.DBF 
MSLIST. DBF 
I FOR.~!. FRM 
I FORM2. FRM 
IFORM5.FRM 
IFORM6.FRM 
KFORMl. FRM 
KFORM2.FRM 
SFORMl. FRM 
SFORM2.FRM 
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APPENDIX C 

PROGRAM LISTINGS OF APRABASE AND SUBPROGRAMS 



n 

~ 

• APRAE<ASE.PfiG 
• DAlE: 4/18/1985 
• APPRABASE.PRG IS A PROGRAM WRITTEN TO SEARCH AND REPORT ON BIE<LIOGRAPHICAL 
• DATA STORED IN THE FILE APRA.DBF. APRABASE IS WRITTEN IN dBASE II LANbUAGE. 
• THE APRI'I f)fiF Fll F IS EDITHl I ISING THF" STANDARD dBASE PROGRAM. 
USE APRA. [JE<F 
SET TAU- OFF 
so BELL ON 
E.RASE 

• 4, ::.o SA' 

• 6,1~ SAY 

' 7, I:? SM 

• 8, I:' SA' 

• 9,1::' SA' 

• 10,1::' SM 
@ I I , I::' SA< 

• !...:, I::? SA< 

' 1:::,1::' SM 
@ 15. 1 :' SA< 

.,.,.,. WARNING •••· 
'lHE APRABASE PROGRAM IS SENSITIVE TO THE FORMAT OF ITS" 
'INPUT. ORDER IS IMPORTANT (e.g., Doe, J.R. IS NOT THE' 
'SAME AS J.R. Dael. SPACING IS ALSO IMPUfHANT (e.g.,· 
'Doe, J. R. IS NOT THE SAME AS Doe, J.R.I. UPPER AND la,.er 
"CASE LETlERS MUST BE REPEATED EXACTLY AS THEY ARE IN THE 
riLE (e.y., DOE, J.R. IS NOT THE SAME AS Doe, J.R.l. 

'REeFER TO THE APRA BIBLIOGRAPHY USER'S MANUAL FOR MORE. 
INFORMATION REGARDING FORMAT OF DATA IN THE APRA.DBF FILE. 

'STRII E ANY I EcY Tll BEGIN THE PROGRAM 
WAIT 
SIURE 1 TO SlAfiT 
DO WHILE START~! 

STURE Response not recogn> ;:ed. Try aga> n. 
EHASE 

m N 

• '' " SA' 'F'ROGRAM CHOICES: 

• '' " SA' ' 
. Indexes the Flle 00 SpE!<-Ifled 

' '· '"' SM ' Se<>r ches <he F>le 00 I ey,.ords · 

' "· " SAY s s.,,., ches <he F1le 00 Specified 

• I~-, 15 SM 0 Orq<>n>o:es <he F> le <o ru .... t, f v 

' 15, " SAY ' t..:1 ls '"' Progrdm 

Parameters 

Pdramete>r:.; 
J)uplt<:ate> 

' "· " SAY NOfE: The>re m•< Oe de> lays '" <he progr<>m ., " 
Re>c:ords 

fl nd5 · 

' '"· " ," <he appropr<dto= subrnut 1 '""' •oo SE'dC Ll1 par ame>t er ". 

• 

• 
• 

' "· " St\Y Remoembo=r , p<>tlenc:e " • VIrtue. 

' ::'I, " SA' . St.! CAf·S Lnn CN 

AU.:IoY! "EntE'r fro<jraoro Ctlo>ce" to Ctll..l>ce 
DO WH!Lt. Lto<>lCE' I .ANtJ. ChOICE' '!<' .AND. ChO>LE!' "S" .AN[). ChOICE! 

' ACCEPT "Enter Progc<>m Cho>ce" to Cht.nce 
EN[JDO Menu EhOICE' val>ddl>on 
DO CASE 

*" CASfo FOR INDEXING THE. F1LE ON SPECifiED F'ARAMETt.RS 

CASE Cho<ce 
ERAS£ 

" .AND. Cho1ce 

@ B, L? SAY 
@ 9, I~ s" 

SA' ~ 1:?, 
WAll " 

'The program you have chosen ,.1ll 1ndex the e>nttre d<>tabase' 
'on up to thr~e par•metecs and produc~ a complete pr>ntout. 
'Slr >k"' <>ny key to bE!qln progrdm. 

' 
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STURE 1 TO Mlndx 
DO W~ILE Mlndx = 

ERASE 
USF AF'RA. DBF 

' '.' SM 

' ,,8 SA' 

' 10,8 SA' 

' 11,8 SM 

' 1~,8 SA' 

. INDEX CHDIL:ES• 
LEADAUTHOR(:!5) 

"LOCATION IS) 

APRAPROGI7) 
PUBLIS~ERIBOl 

INJTITLE I 10) 
DOCTYPE15l 
YEAR19l 
UR!GINAlUf<IBOl 

DOCNUM1 t:::O) 
QOCNUM-:.'120> 
PAGES(Bl 

' 14,8 

• 15,8 
SA' 
SM 

"You mdy enter on.,., two, or three Index parameter'>. 
"1nde~ parameter IS the one wh1rh will bp ondexed on 

C!TYI:!Ol 
SlATE()5l 
r:ouNTRY ( 25 l 

The pr1nc1pal 
first. Any 

• 16,8 SA' follow>ng param"t"'" w>ll be 1nde,;ed Wllhln the context of the" 

' I-~, 8 

' 18,8 

' :.'<_•,8 

' :'1,8 

' 2:.:',8 

' :.:: ,8 

SA' 
SM 
SA' 
SA' 
SA> 
SA' 

"prev1uus ln<le>:. The number Wh>Lh follow"' each pararnater repro=,ents" 
"th" length of the f>eld. 

**• NOTE *************************************************" 
* lntle~ commands w>ll not work If the LOmblned l"'ngth of*" 
• f1eld IS greater than 10<). • 
····································*····················· 

1 NF UT 
SlORE 

How mao1y parameters Will 
I TO Mlsub 

you 1ndex on""' I, 
,, -. oc TO Mlnurn 

Dll W~ILE Ml5ub = 
DO WHILE Miroum 3 

" INPUT How many parameter£. will yuu >ndex on.., I, 2, or 3" lU Mlnum 
ENODO Mlnum val>dat-orm 
Oll CASE 

CASE Mlnum 

ACCEF·f Enter Index f·arameter 

ERASE 
@ 3, --;::: SA'/ . ••• INDEX lNG ••• 
INllEX ON &Mil TO T,.mf-Jrodx 

CASE. Mlnurn = 2 

TO Mil 

ACCEPT Enter F1rst Index Pararn&>ter · 10 Mil 

ACLEPT "Enter Se<:onda.ry Index Param.,ter" to 111:__: 

ERASE 
& 3,32 SAY "*** INDEXING*** 
INDEX ON .O,Mll+t-Ml:' lU Tempnd~ 

CASE Mlnum 
? 
ACCEPT "!enter Fir !'it Ind&x f·arameter" TO MI I 

ACCEPT Ent~r Second Inde~ Parameter TO MI~ 

ACC!oPT "Ent•.c Th1rd i<ldex Parameter· TO 1113 

ERASE 
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@ 3,32 SAY '*** INDEXING***' 
INDEX ON &Mll+&Ml2+&MI3 TO Tempndx 

ENDCASE lnd~x input 
ERASE 
ACCEPT""'"''"' .. 11 lhv inde>< parameters correct.? "{'or 'N'" Lu MI.,.dil 
DO WHILE MI.,dit(>'Y' .AND. Mledit<)'N" 

RELEASE Mledit , , 
' R 
ACCEPT HWerot the index parameter• correct? ·y· or 'N'" TO Miedit 

ENDDD Mledit validation 
DO CASE 

CASE Ml.,dil='Y' 
STORE 2 TO Mlsub 
CONTINUE 

CASE Mledit = 'N' 
STORE 1 TO Mlsub 

ENDCASE Index check 
LOOP 

ENDDO Mlsub 

USE APRA.DBF INDEX TEMPNDX 

STORE 1 TO Hlcont 
DO WHILE Mlcont 

ERASE 

• 2, 

• s, 
• '· • •• 
8 '· • ••• 
@ 12, 

• "· @ 14, 

• "· • ••• • "· @ 20, 
& 21, 
? 

' 

12 SAY 
15 SAY 
19 SAY 
15 SAY 
19 SAY 
19 SAY 
15 SAY 
19 SAY 
19 SAY 
15 SAY 
15 SAY 
19 SAY 
19 SAY 
19 SAY 

'REPORT FORMAT CHOICES•' 
'I = Informal report in tablular form that include& first document' 
'number, title, lead author, and lo~ation· 
'2- Informal raport in tablular form that in~ludes first do~umant' 
'number, se~ond do~ument number, volumR, year, document type, APRA' 
'program ~ode, country of publication, and number of paQes' 
'3 ~ Data limting that in~ludRs lead author, all authors, title,· 
'volume, year, document numbers, originator, publisher,• 
·~ountry, APRA program ~ode, and number of pages' 
'4 = Informal report in tablular form which user dRsigns' 
·~ ~ Informal tabular report which user previously designed' 
'and renamed. Do not sele~t _this report unless you have' 
'previously sele~ted informal report format ~hoice 4 and sav&d the' 
'report format.' 

INPUT 'Enter Report Format Choi~R' tl~ Mlrpt 
ERASE 
DO CASE 

CASE Mirpt < 3 
@ 12, 12 SAY 'You have chosen an informal report, whi~h is modelled' 
8 13 1 12 SAY 'after the standard dBase report format.· 
@ 15, 12 SAY 'Strike any key to run the program.' 
WAIT 
ERASE 
DO CASE 

CASE Mlrpt = 1 
SET PRINT ON 
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REPORT FORM IFDRMI 
SET PRINT OFF 
STORE 7 TO Mirpt 

CASE Hirpt "' 2 
SET PRINT ON 
REPORT FORM IFORH2 
SET PRINT OFF 
STORE 7 TO Mlrpt 

ENDCASE Informal rRports 
CASE Mirpt "' 3 

ERASE 
@ 8 1 10 SAY 'This .-~port iormat should only b& printed out' 
8 9 1 10 SAY 'on a print&r with Qraphics. Do not usa a Daisywriter.' 
@ 11,10 SAY 'Strik~ any key to run the report format.' 
WAIT 
ERASE 

USE APRA.DBF INDEX TEHPNDX 
DO HIREPT3.APR 

CASE Mlrpt = 4 
ERASE 
@ 12, 12 SAY 
@ 13, 12 SAY 
@ 14, 12 SAY 

'You have cho•en a program which will allow 
'to create your own informal report format, 
'dBas& standard form.· 

@ 16, 12 SAY 'Strike any key to run program.' 
WAIT 
ERASE 

'You will define th& format of this report.· 

you 
in the' 

@ 8,12 
@ 10, 12 
@ II ,12 
@ 12,12 
@ 13,12 
@ 14,12 
@ 15,12 
@ 16,12 
@ 18,12 
WAIT 

SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 

'Generally, options ar& d~fined as M~l2, L"'54 and W=86.' 
'Heading? omtoer "Y" and the heading is; typically "APRA' 
'BIBLIOGRAPHY". Doublot Space? enter NYM and Totals;? enter' 
'MN". Width of columns is defined first, then enter the' 
'fiald nam~. Enter what~ver column heading is desired' 
'after Heading? Carriage return when you are done' 
'defining the format.' 
'STRl~E ANY KEY TO CONTINUE' 

ERASE 
USE APRA.DBF INDEX TEHPNOX 
REPORT FORM IFORH4 TO PRINT 
STORE 7 TO Mirpt 
? 
? 
ACCEPT "Do you want to save this report format? 'Y' or 'N'" To Hlsave 
DO WHILE Mlsave()'N' .AND. MlGave<)'Y' 

RELEASE Mlsave 
? R 
ACCEPT "Do you want to 5aVe this report format? ·y· or 'N'" to Hlsave 

ENDDO Mlsave validation 
DO CASE 

CASE MI5ave~'N' 
DELETE FILE IFORM4.FRM 

CASE Hisave='Y' 
ERASE 
E!! a, 12 
@ 9,12 

SAY 
SAY 

'To sava this report format you will have to' 
'rename the file. Check the list of files which' 
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t! to, 12 
@ II 1 12 
8! 12, 1:.2: 
@ 1 ~. ~~ 
WAIT 
ERASE 

SAY 'are already cr@ated and make sure you de net duplicate' 
SAY 'one of them. Do not worry about adding a prefi>< IB1l 
SAY 'or a 15uffiK I.FRMl.' 
snv 'Strike any k~>y to sea li"t of rep.,rt format fil"'"· · 

USE MILl51 
LIST 

" 
" 
@ 17 1 10 SAY 'ThEP new file15 do not have to be named "Form". The "I"' 
@ 19,10 SAY 'prefi>e is a U<Oeful way of identifying the formats.' 
@ 19 1 10 SAY 'Do not use periods or spaces in format names. 
ACCEPT 'Enter the name of the new file C7 characters maximum)· to Mlfile 
APPEND BLANK 
EDIT &Mifile 
LIST 
RENAME lFORI14.FRM TO &Mlfile •• FRM 
RELEASE Mlsave 
RELEASE Mifile 

ENDCASE Mlsave report 
CASE Mlrpt " 5 

ERASE 
USE APAA.DBF INDEX TEMPNDX 
ERASE 
@ 12,12 
It 13,12 
@ 14,12 
E! 16,12 
WAIT 

" 
' 

SA' 
SA' 
SM 
SA' 

'You have cho5en a progra~ which will allow you to' 
'print out an iniormal report previously designed' 
'and renamed by you.' 
'Strike any key to begin program. • 

ACCEPT 'Enter report nama twithout suffix or prefix)' to Mlname. 
SET PRINT ON 
REPORT FORM &.Hlname 
SET PRINT OFF 
STORE 7 TO Mlrpt 

ENDCASE Report formats 
ERASE 
RELEASE Mlrpt 
RELEASE Micont 
ACCEPT "Do You Want to Make Another Printout? ·y· or 'N'" to Higo 
DO WHILE Hlgo(>'Y' .AND. Hlgo<>'N' 

RELEASE Mlgo 

' R ACCEPT "Do you want to make another printout? 'Y' or 'N'" to Hlgo 
ENDDO Mlgo validation 
DO CASE 

CASE Mlgo .. 'Y' 
STORE 1 TO Mlcont 

CASE Mlgo ., 'N' 
STORE 2 TO Mlcont 
CONTINUE 

ENDCASE printouts 
LOOP 
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ENDDD Mlcont 

RELEASE Mindx 
ERASE 
ACCEPT MOo you want to create another inde>e -fil,.? 'V' or 'N'" to Miind 
DO WHILE Mlind()'Y' .AND. Mlind<>'N' 

RELEASE Mlind 

' R ACCEPT "Do you want to creat .. another inde>e fila? 'Y' or 'N'" to Mlind 
ENDDO Mlind validation 
DO CASE 

CASE Mlind-'N' 
STORE 2 TO Mlndx 
DELETE FILE Tempnd>e.NDX 
RELEASE Mil 
RELEASE Ml2 
RELEASE MI3 
RELEASE Mladit 
RELEASE Mlgo 
RELEASE Mlcont 
RELEASE Mlname 

CASE Miind='Y' 
DELETE FILE Tempnd>e.NDX 
STORE 1 TO Mlndx 

ENDCASE Miind validation 
LOOP 

ENDDO Hind>< 

* * * CASE FOR SEARCHING THE FILE ON KEY WORDS 
• 
• 

• 

CASE Choice ~ 'K' 
ERASE 
8 8,12 SAY 'The program you have chosen will allow you to search' 
@ 9,12 SAY 'the file for a keyword which you specify. 
8 13,12 SAY 'Strik,. any key to begin the program.' 
WAIT 

STORE 1 TO HKndx 
DO WHILE HKnd>< = 

ERASE 
USE APRA.DBF 
@ B, 8 SAY 'KEYWORD OPTIONS:' 
& 10,12 SAY 'Check the list of keywords found in Table lA of the' 
@ 11,12 SAY 'user's manual. If you do not have the user's manual and' 
@ 12,12 SAY 'want to see the keyword list type "Y". If you do not' 
@ 13,12 SAY 'want to see the keyword list press any other key.' 
WAIT TO HKk'"Y 
DO CASE 

CASE HKkey - 'Y' 
ERASE 
@ 3,15 
8! 5,10 
@ 6,10 

SAY 
SAY 
SAY 

'KEYWORD OPTIONS:' 
'DECOMMISSIONING 
'DECONTAMINATION 

STANDARDS 
REGULATIONS 

NATURAL 
FISSION 

PRODUCTS' 
PRODUCTS' 
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~ 7,10 SAY ~~U FAC!Llll~S 

@ 8,10 SAY . Jli:RADIArtON FACILITIES 
@ '1,10 SAY 'REACTORS 
I<' lU, !(> SAY ACCELERATOR 
@ 11,10 SAY FUEL FABRICAliON 
@ 12,10 SAY FUEL REF'ROCESSING 
@ 13,10 SAY 'TRU (transur-aruc:sJ 
@ 14,10 SAY NUCLIDES 
@ 1~,10 SAY 'RAIJON 
@ 16, !CJ SAY RADON-DAUGHTERS 

@ 17,10 SAY RESUSPENSION 
@ Hl, 1 U SAY L'UAL l T Y ASSl!kANCI::. 
@ 19,10 SAY RECOMMENDATIONS 
"" 20, I(> SAY TEf<Hl Ni• I l ON 
<! ...:1,10 SAY 'EN~'lkONMENfAL CONIROLS 

STATUTES 
GU!OioS 
CRITERIA 
HANDBOOI<. 
DATA!!ASI::_ 
COSTS 
BUDGE I 
FCONOHICS 
PROI.FPIJRFS 
MElt1005 
INSJRUMI=:NJ~ 

CAL JBkATION 
SURVE.YS 
Ml=.TtURULOGY 
HYDROLOGY 

,; :_•'1,15 SAY p,.-.,,s any k"Y to vte ... ne~t page. 
,_A IT 
I::_R0:\51::_ 

' ' ' • -• 
@ 

• 

2,10 

~' 10 
4,10 
:>, I 0 
6, 10 
7' 10 
8,10 
9, l <) 

SA' 
SA> 
SflY 
SA> 
SA> 
SA> 
SA\ 
SA> 

'WASTE DISPOSAL 
WASTE MANAGEMENT 
WASTE TRANSPORTATION 
RISf ASSESSMENT 
f'\ACIATION DETECTORS 
RAUli\T ION MUNI lORING 

'RADIOLOGICAL SURVEYS 
E>AO GROUND RADIAl ION 

SAY 'RADIOALllVE SOURCES 

HEALTH EFf--ECTS 
f-:1\NL,Ef< R!Sf 
DOSIMETRV 
'->ULIU WASTE 
L !QUID WASHo 
LOW·LEVEL WASTE 
HIGH--LEVCL WASTE 
IR~:ADI?\IIUN 

UI<ANIUM MINING 
SAY f.·ADIUI\CTIVE DECAY URANIUM MILLING 
SHY 'OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE MILL TAILINGS 
SAY F-·OPULAllON EXPOSURE URANIUM,WINDE>LOWN 
SAY GROUNDWATER MONITORING AIR MONITORING 
SAY SEDIMENT SAMPLING HEME.IJ!AL ACTION 
SAY METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING 

ACT JVAT ION 1--'RODUCTS 
FUSION PRODUCTS 
FLUTONIUM' 
UNRE.c.iTR!CTED USF 
~nMI-'LINli 

SH\EIILilATION' 
DISF·ERSIVITY 
S~·LCTR(]METRY. 

lUXICOLUGY 
ENVIF.UNMENIAL 
f·ATHWAYS. 
NEPA 
SURVLII:_LANLL 
E f<OS I rlN 
GEOLOGY 

GAMMA RADIAl ION 
,;LPI!A F•ADIATION' 
BETA RADIATION' 
X-RAYS' 
l<ETA GAMMA RADIATION 
GAMMA MU\SUREMENTS 
BETA MEASUREMENTS' 
ALPHA MEASUREMENTS' 
RADIUCHEMISTRY 
MIGh"'TION' 
SEWAGE 
ORINVING WATER 
SOIL SAMPLING' 
MIL~ SAMPLING' 

@ IU,lO 
@ II, 1·-, 
@ 12. !0 
"' l ::, )<_) 

~ 14,10 
@ 15' 10 
@ 16,10 
@ 18' 10 
@ 19,10 

SAY Chem>Lal symbols ,._,.-e ltsted O?Ithe.-- by ,.ymbol--mdSS number (I.e. 

SAY L:U-6UJ 1f they,._,--., rad1oact1ve. or by symbol only (>.e. CO, FEl 
0. ::'0,10 SAY 1f they.,,--., not radiuac:tive. 
-2 ::-::,IS SAY 'Press anv ley to Input key ... ord. 
WAll 
FRASE 

ENOCHC..E 
At:Uo~-I ''E,,t.,r ~<>yword" TO Ml 1 

Mf-:1 

f-H.:CI::PT "Is the key .. ard 
DO WHILE Ml'e<:ht ·y 

RELEASE Mt<edit 

" 

entered Lorrec:tly"' ·y· 
.AND. M~:Edit ;,. 'N' 

oc N " 10 Mk.,dit 

ACCEPT "Is lh" keyword entered corr,.ctly'• •y· or 'N"" TO Ml<ed1t 
ENOOO MV.,dtt validation 
DO WHILE MLedtt ~ "N" 

RELEASE MF" 1 

" 
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ACCEPT "Enter k11yword" TO Ml<'l 

RELEASE Ml<.ed• t 
ACCEPT "Is the keyword enter"d correctly""' ·y· or "N " TO M~erl1l 
DO WHILE M~ed1t ·y· .AND. Ml<i>dll" > N" 

RELEASE Mh,-,dl t 

' 
" ACCEPT "'Is the keywocd ent .. rord correctly""' ·y· or- "N""' TO Mted1t 

LOOP 
ENODO M~edit val1dat•u" 
LOOP 

ENDDO MVed1t <::orc"'Lllon 
DO CASE 

CASE Ml<.."d1t "Y" 
CONTINUE 

ENDCAS!o M~.l valld&tlon 

STORE 1 TO M~ cant 
DO WHILE MKcont 

ERASE 

• 2,12 

• 5,15 

' 6,19 

• 8,15 

• '-1,19 

• 10, 19 
@ I:C,15 

• I-::, 1 't 

• 14,19 

' 1':.,1'1 

• I 7, 15 

• 19,15 

• :CO,I9 

' ~I ,19 

• ~2. 19 

• :C4, 15 

""' ,., 
""' ,., 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
50> 
SAY 
5A' ,., 
SAY 
oA' 

"REPORT FORMAT CHOICES: 
"I~ Informal report "' lablular form that lll<.ludes first 
"document numbec, title, lead author, and locat1on" 

..! = lniormal report "' tabluiar fnrm lhdt lfocludes f1rst and 
"second document numbers, volum"'• year, doc••ment type, 11oPRA 
program cod.,, cou,.try of publication, dnd number of page5" 

·:; y D"t" l1st1ng that Ir>Liudes lead author, ail author"', tit!.,, 
"volum.,, year, document numbers, orlyindtor, publlshi!r, 
"country ut publlcatJ<Jn, APRA program code, and number of 
·paye5· 
"4 • Informal Report 1n t"'blui;J.r form wh1ch us,.r dE'"lgn,.· 
"5 = Informal tabul;J.r report which us.,,.- previously" 
d~"1gned and renamed. Do not select this report format 

"choice unlE'ss you have previously selected lnformal report 
format choice 4 .ond .. aved the ,.-.,port format. 

"1~"'Y'""ord reports ar"' printed out 1n thro., ""'<:tlons. 

!Nf-"UT Ent.,,.- r.,.,port f-ocmat Cho1c., 
ERAS£ 

TO M1rpt 

U() CASE 
CWiE M~;r pt 

@ l~,L' 

@ 1--:,12 
@ 15,12 
~A IT 
ERASE. 

' 0 
SAY 

""' 50> 

"lh"' r .,port format you t1av• chmaen 1 c. 

"the standard dBase report form.ol. 
"Str1k<! any fey to run the program. 

@ ::":, ::;2 SAY "HI• SEARCHING ••• 
DO CASE 

CASE Ml rpt = I 
GET Pf<INf ON 

mudelled after 

SE.1 HEADING TU SEARCH THRffiJGH FIRST SET OF 4 I<EY~ORDS 
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»t-'"'OI<f I='ORI't kTORMI FOR kFYWOF.:Ot~"&MKI .OR.KEYWORIJ2..o"~MI 1 .Oh.~EYWORD3~ ~MI 1 .nR.tEYWORD4" ·~HI I 
SET HEADING TO SEARCH THROUGH SECOND SET OF 4 VEYWORDS 
RfPORT FORM KFORMI FOR KEYWDRIJ5~ "&MI-"1 .• DR. KEYWORDb=. &Mf I .• Of.:. nO. Y~ORD?~ !'.-Mr· 1 .• UR. YEYWORDB=. &MVI. 
SET HEADING TO SEARCH THROUGH LAST SET OF ~ kEYWORDS 
REPORT FORM KFURMl FOR I<"EYWOR09~"&M~.I·.oR.VEYIIIORD10~"t.MKI 

SET Pli:INT OFF 
SlOR!o 7 fl} M~·,..~f-

LASlo Ml rpt = 2 
SET PRINT ON 
SET HEADING TO SEARCH THROUGH Flli.ST SET OF 4 KEYWORDS 
REPORT FORM KFOii:M2 FUR 1-E'I'WORD1 =. ~Mt 1 .• 011. VEYWORD2= "1\<MK 1 .. Ok.l EYWORD'=. ,,MI 1 .. OR.I<EYWORD4=. '..MI I 
SE! HEADING TO SEARCH THROUGH SECOND SET OF 4 KEYWORDS 
REPORT F URN ~FORM::' FOR VE'I'WORD5= · &MI I ". OR.ITYWOF.:06~ · -!-Ml"l ". OR.I"EYWOR07"' · ~Ml'" I .• OR. VEYWOfW8- ~MI l. 
Sfl HEADING TO SEARCH TtiROUGIJ LAST SE.T OF ::' KEYWORDS 
REPORT FORM !FORM~ FOR IEYWORIJ9z'&MVI".Oii:.!EYW0f<010="&Mf":l" 
SET F·f'<!NT OFF 
STORE. 7 10 Mlrpt 

ENDCASE. lnfarm~l reports 
CASEc Mtrpl 3 

ERASE 
@ 8, l<J SAY 
@ 9,105AY 
@ 11,10 SAY 
WAIT 
LRASE 

Thl5 report furmdt .. nould only be pr1nted out" 
"on a printer with gr~phiLS. Do not use the 0diSy~t•t•r. 
'Strike ~ny key to tun the report furmat.' 

E! 3,3::' SAY '*** SEARCHING "'** · 
USE APRA. OEIF 
DO HI.REPT3A.APR 
DO M~.li:EPT3E<. APR 
DO Ml REF·T3C.APR 

CASE Ml rpt • 4 
EF;ASE 

<! 1.:' 12 
@ 13, 12 
@ 14,12 
@ 16, 1:? 
WAIT 
ERASE 
@ lol,1:.> 
@ 10,12 
@ II, 12 
@ 12,1~ 

@ 13,12 
@ 14, 12 
@ 15,12 
@ 16, I~ 
@ 18,12 
WAIT 

SM 
9M 
SM 
SM 

SA< 
SA< 
SA< 
SAY 
SA< 
SM 
SA< 
SA< 
SM 

'The program you h~ve chosen wall allow you ta des,gn· 
·your own inform~l report format, in the dE<~,.e· 

·~tand~rd farm. 
"Strike any key ta run the progr~m. 

"You .. ill def1ne the far,.~t for this report. 
"Gener~lly, conftguration optaoos are def•n•d ~5 M-t:.>,L-54 & W=B6" 
'The heading of the r.,port 5hould beo "APRA SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPH'I'", 
for example. Double sp~ce the report and da nat us., totals. 

"The wadth of the columns are defined f>r&t, then" 
'the f1eld name. Enter whatever column he~dlng you· 
"de~tre. When you are through deftn>ng columns· 
·~trlk~ d c~rr1age return. 
·strt~e ~ny key to b.,gin" 

STORE 1 TO Ml:key 
ERASE 

~ 3, 32 SAY "*** SEAii:CHING *** · 
SET PRINT ON 
SET HEADING TO SEARCH THROUGH FIRST SET OF 4 KEYWORDS 
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REPOR I FORM kFORH4 FOR KEVI.IIURDI~ M'l~ I .• OR. kEVW0R02= "&.HI< 1 .• OR. KEVWORD3"' '&.H~.l .• OR. KEYWOR04~ 'i!<MI<l 
SET HEADING TO SEARCH THROUGH SECOND SET OF 4 KEYWORDS 
REPOh 1 FORM kFORM4 FOR t;EYWDRD5~ ii<HV 1 '. OR.I<EVI.II0RD6~ -~HKI '.OR. KEYWOR07"'. !loHt'l .• OR. KE. YWORD8~ !loMI< 1. 
~ET HEADING TO SEARCH THROUGH LAST SET OF 2 K~VWORDS 
REPORT FORM kFORH4 FOR I EYWORD9"' '!loMf"l .OR. f'EVWORDIO~ '!.MKI 
SEJ FRJNl OFF 
STORE 7 TO HKrpt 

Eki\SE 
ACCEPT "Do yuu w"'nt to '""'v"" thiS r"'port format" ·y· or 'N" TU H~s"'v"" 

OU I.\IHILE Hrsava· 'N' .AND. HI saVOl'' ~·y· 
RELEASE H~-s .. ve> 
·> fi 

ACCEPT "Do you w4nt to soilVE' thl!i rOl'por t format'J 
LOOP 

y· or N'" TO Ml<.s .. ve> 

ENDDO HI savE' val1dat1on 
DO CASE 

CASE Mf:save ~ 'N' 

D£.U,TE f-"ILE KFOf<H4.fRM 
CASE H~s .. ve y· 

ERASE 

' B, 1::: oA' '0 e>av .. th1s report format 

' 9,1~ oM ·r.,n"m"' '"" f I I E' . Check '"" 
'"" Wlii ""'" .. <o. 
II e.t o< f II es whl c:h · 

' 10, l 2 oA' •o• al ,.-,.ady cre>oilted, •od makE' surE' th•t ,ou do 

• II, I~ oM 

" 12,12 SA' 
@ l 3, l :• oA' 

' 14, I::: SAY ,, ~~. 1:' SA' 
:\! l 7. 1 .c Sf\Y 
WAI 1 

U<ASt 
US( MILISf 
Ll~l 

not dupl1cat., on .. o< them. Do r>ut worrY about 
arld1ng • pr"'fl>= !B:) DO • ,.uff,, LFRHl-

'"" f 1 rsl letter o< your name shout d ,. • "I", 
...-h1ch alto .. ,. '0" <o remember .. h .. t type o< 9.t!arch 

·..,a .. condL.cted. 
·st.-.~ .. dfly h•y <o '.f'e '"" 1. "'t o< report tor mat fi IPS. 

~ II':... 
~ IB,5 
ALilPl 
APf-·~NlJ 

SAY 'The fli'!H fli£>s do not hav" to be named "Form'" 
SAY ·oo not use per1ods or space5 1n format n..,m.,s. 
Enter the ndm<o of th .. new formdt f1le (7 characterf, 

f<LANI· 
"'""'"''' .. ) 

F[lll ~-Midlle 

II>"N>Eo 
I I '-iT 
f'I:NAME I<FORH4.FRH Til !I<H~ ftle.FRH 
RELEASE Ml<save> 
Rfl~ASF MHlle 

ENOLASE sdve roopu.-lo; 
USE APfif<. UiJf-

LfoSE Ml-'r].Jl :.., 
LRAc;E 

SAY ·n,. report format you hav" chos&"n w1ll "'!tow you to' 

TO HKf1la 

(;! 1 :C:, I_, 

@ t3. !:::' SAY print out "" >flfnrm..,J re>port p.-e>vlou,.!y designed and ren<>mPd by you. 
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@ 14,12 
@ 15,12 
@ 17, I:C 
WAIT 

'A' 
oA' 

'"' 
"Th•~ report w1ll ut1l1ze a form format f1le that would have been 
'created under .,.,l,.ctlOrl 4 of the APRAEtASE program selection f. 
'Strike ""'Y ~ey tn h<>gln thE' program. 

0 

ACCEPT "Enter the the report -form f•1e name (without ~ufft>< or prefl><)" TO Ml<n•me 
Ff,ASE 

(~ -.:., 3:C SAY *** SEARCHING •••" 
SET PRINT ON 
SET HEADING TO SEARCH THROUGH FIRST SET OF 4 i<EYWOfWS 
REPORT FOf<M I!.HI<name •. FRM FOR i<EYWORDI = '&1'11<1 .• UR.\.'EVWORD:C= '1\-MV I .• OF<. KEYWORD3=. !I.Mk 1 .• OR. VEYWORD4= "1!.-M~ 1. 
SET HEADING TO SEARCH THROUGH SECOND SET OF 4 ~EYWOROS 

f<EF'OHT FORM &M~ nam .... FRM FOR nCYWORD5=. &M~ I .. DR. KEYWOI'~Db=. &MI' 1 • DR. f EVW0RD7=. ~·Mfc 1 . OR. fcEYWOf<D8= 'I!<MKl" 
SET HEADING TO SEARCH THI<UUGH LAST SET OF 2 FEYWORDS 
I<EPOf..:T f-ORM &Mf,name .• f-RM FOR I EYWORD9= "&M\'1 .. OR.I'EYWORDIO~ 't-MI< l 
SEI PRINT OFf" 
STORE 7 TU Ml<'rpt 

ENDCA~E Rtepor t for·ms V 
EhASE 
RELEASE Ml r !-' t 
RELEASE HI cont 
fiLLIOASE Hf name 
i\Cl:EPT ""Do yuu 
DO WI! ILL Ml< go< 

kf.l.EASE MKgo 

0 ' 

Wdllt to make another 
Y .AND. J•Wgo'- > "N 

prlntout7 ., 

ACL:EF"T "Do you want to make dr>oth"'~ pr1ntout~ 

LOOP 
ENDDO N~go val1dat1on 
DO CASE:. 

CASE M!-qo = ·y 
S 1 ORE I fO HI ,-ont 

CASE Ml<.go " "N 
SIURF 2 TO M~cont 
CONJ INUE 

END\.A'iE Mf 9" 
LOOP 

ENDDO M! '-""' 

hi:.LI:.ASE Hf:ndx 
LFASE 

oc "N.,, TO MKgo 

y· or 'N"" TO Nl<go 

A~CEPT "Do you want to search on another k<.'yword""' •y· ur N'" Til M~tnd 
DO WHILE MV1nd ·y· .ANI). MKtnd< N" 

RELIOASE Ml< 1 nd 
o R 
ACCEPT "Do you waflt to SE'arch on omother ~eyword? ·y· or "N'" to M!-;tnd 

tNI)DO Mf'>nd vall<:ldtlon 
DO CASE 

CASE Mttnd = "N' 
STORE 2 

CASE Ni'1nd 
STORF I 

ENDCASE H!- 1n<:l 
LOUf· 

TO Mf'nd~ ., 
TO M! nd~ 
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E_NODO M~nd~ 
SE_l HEADING TO 

• 
• 
• * * CAS£ FOR SEARCHING TH£ FILE ON SPECIFIED PARAMETERS 

• 
• 

• 

CASE Choice ~ 

ERASE 

·s· 

!il 8,12 
@ 9, 1:' 
@ II ,12 
WAlT 

SAY 
SAY 
SAY 

'Yuu hav<e chosen • progr,.rn whlCh wtll allow you tu 
<redte subfile Pr•ntouts of the database. 

·st.r-tl<e "''Y ~ey to beg•n the progr<~m. 

Ef<ASE 
STORE ' 'O MSnd>< 
00 WI tiLE MSnd;< ~ 

USE APRA.DllF 
ERASl 

' 4,12 SA' 

' 6. 14 SAY 

' 7. 14 w 

' B, 14 s" • 9,1"1 SAY 

• 10. 14 s" 
' II, 14 s" • 1:;', 14 SAY 

' 15,1;:: SAY 

' 16,12 ~AY 

' 1 7 , I '2 SAf 

• 18,12 Sf\Y 

' 19,12 s" 
' :;:'·J, !2 sr.Y 

' ..:1' 1:: Sill 

'" :' ~' I '2 SAY 

f'ARAMElER CHIJILL: 
"LLADAUTHOR ORIGINATOR 
AUTHORS F·U!JLISHER 
YEAR r.ITY 

"TITLE SlATE 
DOCNUMI COUNTRY 
DOCNUM2 APRAPROG 
DOC fYPE LOCATION" 

RELf\llONAL OPERATOR: 
Equdl to· 
Not equdl to' 

.-= Gr e•ter than or fH-\udl to 
• = Le\Js than or equdl to 

bredter than 
Less than· 

The par·ameter (flaldn .. me) mu'-t be del>m>ted by quot .. tton' 
'marks (e.g., "lloADAUTHUR"'I. lhe relational operator rnu!Ot 
'also L>e dellmtted and spaLe!O pldL>'d 1n fr·ont of "nd 
L>eh>nd the r"latlonal operc~tor enter.,.d (.,..q., '"="). 
Th,. var·lc~l:>le ne"'d"' to be Lleltm1ted w1th both a "'at cf double" 

'q<ouL•t.un marks ancl a set of Sinqlc_• quotatllJn mark, 
Due, ,l.R. ""). U"-e quoldllon mc>rl<<, on the same ~ey 

·•;tr J I e ""f I o>y wh•m yo\l are re"dy to hegtro. 

<e. g., 
(u,;:;>nq stuttl. 

WAIT 

IN~'UI Hu.-. m.>n)' P'" .o.neler <> .. 111 you searc_h on"' 1, o.- :: TO MSroum 
':iTilHE I Tfl MSsLJb 
Oll WHILE M5-~ul> =I 

DU WHILL MSnum 3 

" INF'UT "Hm>O m"'ny pa~amelers .-.til you ,e.~r<ll on"' 1, :',or Tll MSnum 
LOO~ 

ENDJJU MSnurn vdl1dat1on 

DO CASE 
CAS£ MSroum 

ACCEPT 
!1LLEPT 

f:NJER PARAMElEh CHO!LE TO 
'ENTER /(["LA I lONAL UPERA fOR 

ACCEPl "ENJE.f< Vl1fdABl E HI M5A1 
!OT0f<E ~,MSI t?.M5f(\+~,MSAl TU MStot 

MS> 
TO MSRl 
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CASE HS.,um -

ACCE I I ~Nl~R ~Af<AM~lEk Ill CHOICE TO 1151 
ACCEYl 'ENTER RELATIONAL OPERATOR. TO MSRI 
f-\LLI=.i-'1 loNII;.H VAHIAOLE " TO MSAI 

ACCEPT 'ENTER PARAMETER fl2 CHOICE' TO MS2 
ACCEPT "ENTER RELATIONAL OPERATOR TO MSR2 
ACCEPT "ENTER VARIABLE ~~~- TO MSA2 

'3101-<E &MS!+&-MSRIH·MSAI TO MSitot 
STORE -~<MS2~t.M5k2+~·MSA2 TO MS2lot 
STURE MSltot+".AND."+MS2tot TO M8tot 

CASE HSnum 

AU.:u- r 'ENTER PARAMETER " CHOICE IU MSI 
ACCEPT ENTER f(£LATIONAL UP!oRATOR' TO MSRI 
ACCEPT "ENTER VARIABLE " TO MSAI 

ACCEPT 'ENTEF; PARANEe fER 112 CHOICE. TO HS2 
ACCEF-·1 ENTleR RELATIONAL OPERATOR' TO MSR2 
ALCEPT ENTE:R VARIABLE .. :.:- TU MSA2 

ACLtPT ENTER PARAMETER fl3 CHOICE TO MS:: 
ACCEPT "ENTER RELATIONAL Q~·ERATOR' TO HSR-:'. 
ACCEPT ENTER VARIABLE .. -:: .. TO MSA3 

510RE M1SI+t.1'1SR1•!.1'1SAI 10 MS!tot 

STORE I!.MS2~~·MSR2+~,M5112 10 M52tot 
SlOf,'E ~1'1S3+~MSR-;+S,1'1SA3 TO MS3tot 
SlUR~ 1'1Sltot+".AND.''+M52tot+".ANU.''+MS~.tot TU MStot 

~NDCASF MSnum 1 nput 
ER(;Sf: 

(;> 15,1(! SIW 'D>d you remember to del1m1t the v_.rlabl.,.,. 
ALUoPl "WerP thO> ""'"rrh paril.met.,rs r::orr.,Lt"' ·y .,,.. 'N Til MSedit 
Otl WHILf MSed1t ·y .AND. MSerht N 

REL EASt MScecl 1 t 

' ALCEi-'T Wme ttoe seart:h 1-JI""'"'"'"' Lurrect'"' Y nr 'N" TO MSe<l1t 
LOOP 

ENDDO MSed>t val>dal•on 
DO CASE 

U1SEc MSed 1 t Y 
SlDF<E 2 10 HS,.ub 

CUNT INUE 
I.ASE MS.,dtt • 'N 

SHIRE 1 10 M55ub 
~NDCASE MSe<h t 
I CJ{J(' 

LNOUU MS-."h 

SlOF<E I TU MSLont 
OU WHILE MScont ~ 
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ERASE 

• 2, 12 

• 5,15 

• 6,19 

• B,IS 

• 9, I 9 

• 10, 1 <;I 

• 12, 15 

• 13' 1 <;I 

• 14,19 

• ~~. 19 

• 17,15 

• 19, 15 

SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 
SAY 

'REPORT FORMAT CHOICES:' 
'1 = Informal report in tablular form that include& first' 
'docum&nt number, title, lead author, and location' 
'2 ~ Informal report in tablular form that includes firet and' 
'sacond document numbers, volume, year, document type, APRA' 
'program coda, country of publication, and number of pages' 
'3 =Data listing that includes lead author, all authors, title,· 
'volume, year, document numbers, originator, publisher,· 
'country of publication, APRA program code, and number of' 
'pages· 
'4 ~ Informal report in tabular form which user designs' 

@ 20,19 SAY 
'S = Informal tabular report which user previously designed and' 
'renamed. Do not select this report unlese you have' 
'p'reviously s&le<::ted infci'rmal report format <:hoice" and 10aved' 
'the report format.' 

@ 21,19 SAY 
@ 22,19 SAY 

? 
? 

INPUT 'Enter Report Format Choice' to MSrpt 
ERASE 
DO CASE 

CASE MSrpt < 3 
@ 8,12 SAY 'You have t:ho~en an informal report, which is modelled' 
@ 9,12 SAY 'aftar tha standard dBASE report format.· 
@ 10,12 SAY 'Strike any kay to continue.· 
WAIT 

ERASE 
@ 3,31 SAY '*** SEARCHING ***' 
DO CASE 

CASE MSrpt ~ 1 
SET PRINT ON 
REPORT FORM SFORM1 FOR ~MStot 
SET PRINT OFF 
STORE 7 TO MSrpt 

CASE MSrpt - 2 
SET PRINT ON 
REPORT FORM BFORM2 FOR &MStot 
SET PRINT OFF 
STORE 7 TO MSrpt 

ENOCASE Informal reports 
CASE NSrpt "' 3 

ERASE 
@ B,IO SAY 'This report format ~hould only be printed out' 
@ 9,10 SAY 'on a printer with graphics. Do not use the Daisywrlter.' 
@ 11,10 SAY 'Strike any key to begin the report format.' 
WAIT 
ERAS£ 
@ 3,31 SAY '*** SEARCHING ***' 
USE APRA.DBF 
00 MSREPT3.APR 
ERASE 

CASE MSrpt = 4 
ERASE 
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@ p -· • "· • "· @ "· 
'" SOY 

" SAY 

'" SAY 

'" SAY 

You hoov,. chose<> "' proqr am .. hl o:h W>ll a! I a .. you· 
to cr01ale your- own 1nfor111dl ,.-.,port lorm•t, 1n thO! 
dBase stand~rd form. 
Str1~e any ley to run program. 

WAIT 
ERASE 

' 8,17 SAY 
@ 10,12 SAY 

' II, 12 SAY 
@ l::',l::C SAY 
@ 1 ~. ~~ SIW 

' 14, I~ SOY 

' :5,1;' SAY 

• 16, L"' SAY 

•• 1 7, I::' SA~ -

"You Will dO!f1ne the format of this .-.,port. 
"G"'ner•lly, opti'"'"' are def>ned "" M=l::!, L.,54 ... nd w~B6. 
ThP hedd1ng >S "APRA SELEf:TEoO fiiE<L IOGkAPHY". 
Double 'o>pace lht= r-epnrt and do not U"--" total<o. 

'The w1dtto of the columrvs is rl<>+><olld f1r.,l, th11n 
ttoe f1eld name. Enter .. t,atever column h.,dd>nq you 

· dP'>> r e. Wh"" )oOU '""' throt~gh defl,.IO<J ~olumn~· 
'o;trllc~.; carr>aqe rel<Irn. 
"No pr>nlcu>l w>ll be madP ..,,. you <Jef1ne thE' .-,.port f<Ormat. 

RETORT FOIC.:11 Sf-ORM4 TO F'RlNI FOR -'<MSlot. 
STOf:E 7 TU MS~pt 

ACLE_f·T "[)o you want 
[)IJ WHILE MSo;ave< _. N 

flELEASE MSsave 

~ " 

to ~ave thLS ~eport 
.AND. MSsav~ ·y 

format'"' ' 

ACCEPT "Do you Wdrot to "'"'"'" th L s r "'flOOt for mate> 
1 uur· 

ENflD!l 

UU CASE 
lJ\SE MScoave-- · N. 

DH.f.l[ FILE SFURM4.FRM 

LASE MS•.ave= 'Y 
U<ASE 

uc "N " To MSsav"" 

' oc N'" to MSs.ove 

\~ ll, I::' 
~ <;-, 1:.: 

SAY 
SAY 
SM 
SAY 
SAY 
SA> 

To'"""" lh1s re[Jort furm.ot you ,..,11 have to" 
"ren,me ttoe ILl,., Lheck the llst u/ {Ll"'" ,.hLc-h' 

~ I 0, 12 
@ II ,I:' 
@ I:::', 1:.: 
(<' l•l,L.: 
WAIT 

l RA'olc 
I•Sic MJL!Sl 
I J 51 

ar., dlreddy u E'at .. <1, and mdkt> s1ore you do not dupltcate 
nne uf them. Do "at "''"ry al>uut add•ng a pref1x ([j:) 

'm d sqf/Ly (.FRM). 

Sir>~<' ""Y ~ey to._.,., IL<.t o{ r""pu~t format fL\e<;. 

"" l 7,6 
@ 18,6 
@ 19,6 

SAY The '"'pori name doos '"-'t llav,. to lle "Form." 
SAY "ThE! J.H<ell~ "0," ,.,. U<oO?Iul .,h<>n LdentLfy•ng u,.,. formats. 

SAY 'Do rml use per•u<..ls o~ spdces Ln lu~mat ""mes. 

ACCFPl 'Ente>r report f<>rm.>t n<>m.,· to MSf1le 

1\F 1'1 NO Bl AN~ 
EIJIT ~'MSf>lt• 

I I' I 

r<f "-11\Ml 51-0RM4. 1-f<M T 0 !<MSf 1 I~ •• F RM 
f·'l Ll:ASf M5SdV~ 
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USE Apra 
ENDCASE save report 

CASE HSrpt = :5 
ERASE 

.format 

@ 12, 12 
8 13, 12 
fil 14, 12 
@ 16,12 

SA' 
SM 
SA' 
SA' 

'You hava chosen a program Hhi~h ~ill allow you to• 
'print cut an informal report previously designed' 
·and ranamed by you.· 

WAIT , 
? 

'Strike any key ~hen ready to begin program.· 

ACCEPT 'Enter report name (~ithout su.ffix or prefix)· to MSnama. 
ERASE 
@ 3,31 SAY '*** SEARCHlNB ***' 
SET PRINT ON 
REPORT FORM &MSname. FOR &MStat. 
SET PRINT OFF 
STORE 7 TO HSrpt 

ENOCASE rapcrt formats 
ERASE 
RELEASE HSrpt 
RELEASE MScont 
ERASE 
ACCEPT "Do You Want to Hake Another Pr-intout? •y• or 'N'" to HSgo 
DO WHILE HSgo(>'V' .AND. MSgo<>"N' 

RELEASE MSgo 
? R 
ACCEPT "Oo you ~ant to maka another printout? •y· or 'N'H to MSgo 
LOOP 

END DO 
DO CASE 

CASE HSgo .. •y• 
STORE 1 TO MScont 

CASE HSgo ~ "N' 
STORE 2 TO MScont 

ENOCASE printout 
LOOP 

ENDDO HScont 
ERASE 
ACCEPT "Do you ~ant to do another search? ·y• or- 'N'" TO MSind 
DO WHILE HS1nd <> ·y· .AND. MSind <> 'N' 

RELEASE HSind 
? R 
ACCEPT "Do you want to do another s;aarc:h? •y· or 'N'M TO HSind 
LOOP 

ENDDO MSind validation 
DO CASE 

CASE MSind = •y· 
STORE 1 TO HSndx 

CASE HSind ~ 'N' 
STORE 2 TO HSndx 

ENDCASE search check 
LOOP 

ENDDO MSndx 
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* • * CASE FOR IDENTIFYINB DUPLICATE RECORDS 
• 
• 

• 
• 

CASE Choice 
ERASE 
Iii 8,12 
I!! 9,12 
@ 10,12 
Iii 12,12 
WAIT 
ERASE 

"' ·o· 

SAY 'The progra~ you have chosen will print aut a' 
SAY 'report format which will enable you to identify' 
SAY 'duplicate entries.' 
SAY 'Strike any key to begin program.· 

~ 3 1 32 SAY '*** INDEXING ***' 
INDEX on DOCNUHl TO DUPES 
ERASE 
@ 3,29 SAY '*** LISTING FILES ***' 
USE APRA.DBF INDEX DUPES.NOX 
SET PRINT ON 
@ 4,10 SAY 'APRA DUPLICATE FILES LIST' 
LIST FIELDS DOCNUHI,LEADAUTHOR,JNITITLE,LOCATION 
SET PRINT OFF 
ERASE 

* * * CASE FOR EXITING THE PROGRAM 
• 
• 

CASE Choice= 'Z' 
STORE 2 TO START 

ENDCASE Choica 
LOOP 

ENDDO Start 
DELETE FILE DUPES.NOX 
ERASE 
?' *** APRABASE PROGRAM COMPLETE ***' 
RELEASE ALL 
RETURN 
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" MlkEPT3.APR 
• DATE: 5-8-85 
" Mlfi£f·T3.Af'fi IS A SUBPROGRAM OF APRA8ASE.PRG WHICH IS USED TO PRINT REPORT 
" F0RM3 UNDER THE I SELECTION CATAGORY. 
SE f FORMAT TO HdNT 
00 MTITLE.APR 
USE APRA INDEX TEMPNO~ 
00 WHILE .NOT. EOF 

0! I0,10 SAY LEAD AUTHOR: 
@ 10 123 SAY LEcADAUHiUR USING -~XXXXXXXXXXlOlXXXXXXXXOlXX 

@ 12,10 SAY AUTHORS: 
e 12,~0 SAY AUTHORS USING ·xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

~ 15,10 SAY "TITLE: 
@ 15,18 SAY TITLE USING XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx· 
@ 21,1<) SAY VOLUME: 
fi' 21,19 SAY VOLUME: USING 'XXXXXXXXXX' 

0! :..>3,10 SAY "YEAR: 
@ 2~ 0 17 SAY YEAR USING XXXXXXXXX' 

(!;' ::::5,10 
@ ::''0,..:'7 
(!;' ::Co,::C7 
., ~·tJ' 1 u 
1<! ~·A, :::'3 
@ ·_·1, 10 
@ 31.22 
!!'! 34,10 
@ 34 ,2U 
@ >6,10 
@ ~6 • ..:'9 
O:l! :'J' !() 

fi' :J, 10 
E:Jf.LT 
LU!n !NUL 

l::.l•Dl,I"J 

SAY "DOCUHtNl NUMEIER:. 
S~Y DOCNUMI USING XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
SAY DllLNUM:..' uSING xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx~x 

'JAY ORIGINATOR: 
SAY UfdGlNATOR USINii XXXXX XXXXX XXX X XXX X X X XXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXX XX X XXXXXX X XX XXXXXXXXXXXX 
Sf<Y 'PUBL I SHi::R: 
SAY PUBLISHER US lNG 'X XXX XX X XX XX X XX XXXXXX X X XX X XXX XXX X X XX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXX X XX XXX)( 
SAY 'COIJNTRY: 
SAY COUNTRY USINLi ·xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx· 
SAY . A~'l-'i\ H':OORAM COUE': 
SA i AF·RAPRUG US I N.G XX X X1 X~ 
SI-1Y ·r~AGI:.~: 

SAY f·AGES USING XXXXXXXX. 

SLI f-[Jf<MAT 10 SCF-.E.EN 
RLlt.JRN 
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• Mf REPT3A. APR 
*DATE 4/19/1985 
• M~REPT3A.APR IS USED BY THE PROGRAM APRABASE.PRG TO PRINT UUl THE~ lAST" 
• FOUR FEYWORO CHOICES UNDER THE I< OPTION. 
SET FORMAT TO PRINT 
DU MTITLE.APR 
USE APRA. DBF 
GOTO TOF 
LOCATE FOR VEYWORDI =. &Mfe 1 .• OR.I<EYWQR[l2=. ~Mt 1 .• OR. ~:EYWORD3~. M1K I .• OR. rEYI.IIORD4~ ·~-M~ 1' 
IF EOF 

SET FORMAT TO SCREEN 
RETURN 

END IF 
DO MSFORM3.APR 
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF 

CONf INUE 
IF ElJf-

SET FORMAT TO SLREEN 
RETURN 

END IF 
UO MSFOF,M3. Af'H 

EI~DDO 

SFT FORMAT TO SCRFEN 
USE APRA.DBF 
REIUf<N 
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* MI<REF'T3E:I.APR 
• DATE 4/lq/!985 
* Mt,REPT3E!.AF·R IS USED BY THE PROGRAM AF'RAEIASE.PRG TO F'RJNT Ol!T THE NE)(T' 
* THREE FEYWORD CHOICES UNDER THE 1< OPTION. 
SET FORMAT TO PRINT 
USE APRA. DEW 
BOTO TOP 
LOCATE FOR ~ EYWlJRD5"' &Mkl • OR. KEYIIIORD6~ '!.M~ A . OR. 'EY~OR07"' !-HI< 1 
IF EOF 

SET FORMA I TO SCREEN 
RETURN 

END IF 
00 MSrORH3.APR 
DO WHILE • NOT. IOUf

CONTINUE 
IF EfJF 

SET FORMAl TO SCf<ETN 
I<L 1 URN 

END II 
UlJ MSF Of<M 5. Af·F. 

tOrmou 
~;lo I FORMAl TO SCRELN 
USE AF·i~{l. DI::IF 
!'·Eo_ fUht~ 



I 

* M~REF·T3C.APR 
*DATE 4/19/1985 
* MfREPT3C.APR IS USED BY THE PROGRAM APRABASE.PRG TU PRINT OUT THE LAST' 
"THREE fEYWOHD CtlOICES UNDEfi THF t: 01-'IION. 
SET FORMAT TO PRINT 
USE APRA. DBF 
GOTO TOP 
LOCATE FOR fEYW0h:OB='&Hll .OR.t:EYWORD9•'&MY:l'.OR.tEYWORD10= &MI<:· 
IF EOF 

SET FORMAT TO SCREtN 
R£ TUf..;N 

LNlllF 
DO MSFOim-. APf< 
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF 

;> r:ONT 1 NUE 

N If EOf 
~ St:T FOf<MAI TO c;CREFN 

RETURN 
EN() IF 
lJO MSFORH:.Hf-'f< 

~tlDDLJ 

c_,E_ 1 FORMA I 1 0 SCI lEE~; 
LISt AI 'RA. OBF 
H l!lf;N 
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* MSR£PT3.APR 
* DATF. 4-18-B'!i 
* :oSREPT3.AF'R IS A SUEIFROGRAH OF APRABASE F0f( LOCATING DOCUMENTS USING 
• SPECIFIC Pl>oRAMETEF<S TO SEARCH FOR THE DOCUMENTS. 
SET FORMAT TO PRINT 
DO MTITLE.Af·R 
USE APRA. DBF 

DO CASE 
* LASE OF UNE SEARCH PARAMlo TEfi' 

CASE HSnum=l 
t;O TO fllF' 
LOCATE FOR &MStot 
IF EOF 

SET FORMAl lO SCREEN 
ERASE 
@ 3,::'8 SAY "*** SEARCH COMPLETE ***" 
@ 7,3 5AY "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" 
WAlT 
RETURN 

END IF 
DO HSF0RM3. AFR 
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF 

CONTINUE 
If ~OF 

SET FORMAT TO SCREEN 
ET~AS!o 

@ -;,28 SAY "*** SEAf'..:CH C[)MPl ETE *"'*" 
@ 7,~. SAY "f-"RESS ANY ~EY TO CONTINUE" 
WAIT 
F;ETURN 

END IF 
OU MSF LlRM "':. AF·f, 

lNDDU 
• CASl Of TWU SLI!HCH PARf\MFTEf•:S 

Cf\Ci[ H~rlum-::'. 

GUIO ltlF' 
LuLATL FUt\ &MStot 
11 !oDI-' 

SET fORMA I ru SCREEN 
Eko<SE 
(d -:::.,:28 SAY "*** SioARC:H COMPLETE •••" 
!;> !, _; 5(\Y "f-'RFSS ANY KLV IU L:UNTINU£" 

WAIT 
f<L IUI-<N 

UlDIF 
DO MSFOI-<M'~. APR 
UU WHILE .NOT. EOf

CON I INUE 

IF FOF 
!;Ll f'DRMAl TO SCREEN 
ERASE 

r,. .:,~'8 SAY ''••* SEARCH COMPLETL'o ••*" 
<i! 7,3 SAV "PREoSS ANY ~EY TO CONTINUE" 
WAIT 
HLTUI-<N 
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N 
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END IF 
DO MSFORM-~. APR 

ENOUO 
• CASE OF THREE SEARCH PARAMETERS 

CASE MSnumoo3 
GUTO TOP 
LOCATE FOR t.MStot 
IF EOF 

SET FORMAT TO SCR~EN 
ERASE 
il' -;:, 28 SAY "• •• SloARCH COMPLETE ***" 
E! 7, 3 SAY ''PRESS ANY 1-'EY TO CONTINliE" 
WA I 1 
RETURN 

END IF 
DO MSFORM3.APR 
PO WHILE .NOT. EOF 

CONTINUE. 
IF EOF 

SET FORMAT TU SCREEN 
FRASE 
@ ::-,:.'El SAY "*** SEARCH COMPLETE ***" 
@ 7, 3 5AY "PRESS ANY f(FY TO CONTINUE" 
WAIT 
Rf TIJf(N 

END II 
00 MSF URM-~. APF< 

LNULIU 

to.NVCASf HSnum tnput 
SET FOhMAf 10 SCREEN 
lohASF 

@ ::,:C8 SAY "**"" SEARCH CUMPUollo ***" 
@ 7,~- SAY "PRESS ANY fLY TO CONTINUE" 
WAI r 

ENUL'O 
USL Af RA. DBF 
kE flJRN 
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"' 

* MSFORM3.AF'R 
* DAT£: 4-18-!985 
* MSFORM3.APf< IS A SUBF·ROGRAM OF MSREoPTC.AF"R. 
* REF"ORTS FOR CASE 3. 

@ \U, 10 SAY "LEAD AUTHOR< 

IT IS USED TO PRINT Olll fHF 

' 10,::::-. SA' L£ADAUTHOR uSIND ·xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

• i:C, IU SM AUTHORS: 

• 12,::u SA' AUTHORS uSING ·xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

@ 15 0 10 SAY "TITLE: 
~ 15,18 SAY TIILf USING ·xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

x~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

' :C 1 , 1 u 

' :.:1' 19 

• .!~,10 • ::::.' l 7 

' "..:5, Ju 
(' ·- ..., ' ---', ... ,, ::.6,:27 

' ."IJ,lU 

' ~·tJ' .' . 

' -:I , 1 (> 

' ~I. 22 

• 3"4, !<) 

' 34, 2U 

' .:6,10 

' ~6' :.:9 

' ~8' 1 (I 

' ::8, !U 
h.ic I Uf<l• 

'"' SM 
SAY 

SM 
SA' 
SAY 
SllY 
'](lY 

~·Ay 

SI1Y 

SM 
SIW 
sr,y 
SAY 
S"AY 
SA' 
SHY 

VOLUME.: 
VOLUME USING XXXXXXXXXX" 
"YEAJ;: 

YEAFi llSING XXXXXXXXX 
l}QLUMEN 1 NU~IBEoR: 

DUCNI111! LJSlr<G XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
~ULNUM:_: USING XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

(oRIGINAIUf;: 
Ufdbl t<Al Ok US! NG XXXXX X XX X XXXXXX XXXXX XX XXX XX XX X XX XX XX X XX X XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXX X XX X XX XX t 
"F'lJl<l.lSH£R: 
I"Ul;L I SHER USING XXXX X XXXXXXXXXX XX X XX XX XXX XX X~ XX X XX XX XXX XX X XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXX 

LUUN r~;·y: 
COUNfRY USING XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

APRil PROGRAM CCJDE: 
APRAf"F<ilb USING AXXXXXX 
I~A<ol 'o: 

f'!>Lil~' ll'>lW> XXXXXXXX · 
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* Mll TLE. Hf-'R 
DtHf: 'l/18/1'185 

• MTITLE.APR WRITES THE TITLES FOR TH!o BIBLIOGRAF'HY REPORTS OF APRABASE.PRG 
@ 5,33 SAY APRA BJBLIUGRAPHY" 
@ 7,~7 SAY DATA LIST" 
RETURN 
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